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I had planned to convene all my fiction characters in a closing chapter to let them explicitly state to you that 
this is what they are, fiction characters, before all going into the eternal hibernation sleep of fiction characters 
that is the humane condition or human experience. But the closer I got to the 12 * 12 = 144 number of `fake 
news´ stories that is the limitation I had set starting this effort, two things turned out as fresh insights.

First, it would not be necessary. Everyone in the world, from the complete compilation of them can 
unequivocally understand that this is what they are. Having them reiterate it a last time is no story. Second, 
although getting to its content limit, the series of stories still appeared to be incomplete. The war was 
deliberately being dragged on and on by the delusions of our enemy. Corruption damages the expectation 
horizon.

But I had to do something about it, morally. I knew that we would win once the dullest characters of 
neoliberalism began selectively mimicking my fiction characters as their role models, obviously haunted by 
illusions they could compromise me. When these thugs realised that they could not, they began stealing from 
me: My paperwork, my wage, my inheritance. They degraded themselves to thieves in our faces. They blatantly
failed to understand their own choices historically, namely what it meant from a distance that they attempted 
this at just that point.

Some of them turned out to be so insane to even expect me to embrace it. In short, almost all of the world´s 
problem- and trouble-makers had gathered as the scum of my audience, so I had to redefine myself against 
myself to get rid of them. This means making my audience realise that they have been an audience in terms of 
literature – which may find some truths in fiction for themselves  – but not an everyday life followership. I 
admit that I tested it, but the results were so clear that there is not the slightest chance.
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When technological progress reaches a high speed, human life functions such as moral responsibility vastly fail.
More than half way into light speed, our species appears mostly incapable of individual moral responsibility 
and other essentials of human life. Hence, after having checked both sides of the Sun, I decided for another 
end: I would refine all these fiction characters into one, and let it make a last spectacular appearance before the 
last page is finally turned and the lost souls are being set free. This does at least neutralise all the superficial 
uncertainties. So be it with this end.

In the meantime, the indymedia network, the open publishing movement that had remained as the bulwark of 
the free sector of the internet once the monopoly dummies quenched their proprietary bungle schemes upon the 
open protocols of the multi-party system of the pioneer era, has drastically eroded qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 

Through that monopolisation tendency, Western politics has degraded itself to the mental level of ancient 
Roman senators reading their decision-making from the flight of hungry birds that got entrapped in the 
pompous slavery-made architecture of their phoney parliaments, and finally from the traces on which ones of 
them they would drop their load when they could not find the way back out.

Indymedia is not Usenet news, but a 
mere html emulation of its multi-party 
feature, namely that any message-id can
refer to any other message-id regardless
of the user-end software respectively 
behind them. Under the conditions of 
html through the gateway of being 
pushed as a possible user interface 
conquering the job of Usenet news, it 
contained the heart of the innovation 
Usenet news had been when it came up.
Or maybe only the lungs, as the 
transparent supersedes feature of Usenet
news was already substituted by the 
heartbeat of grass-roots political 
activism.

It was always this very aspect why 
totalitarians – i.e.  `intelligence 
agencies´ – badly despised it, not this 
or that disputed content. They had 
already napalmed Usenet news with 
their parasitic gibberish, and then were 
in full force doing so to indymedia as 
well. The same goes for internet relay 
chat, by the way, but that would be 
another book. Historically, it remains 
instructive which locations were taken 
out first, and why, because that makes 
the perpetrators´ choice factor 
transparent. In this battle, this is the 
truth. All the rest is more or less fiction.
Or unwritten. ■
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Ten Ends

Number: One
Title: Free Assange U-Boat War Speech
Date: Saturday, Jul 22nd 2017
Name: Mostly Warsick

Content: „At the 338th Monday Manifestation of the `End the Siege´ campaign to Free Assange from the 
besieged London Embassy, an illuminating contribution was held on the origins of the Iraq war. It is all about 
weapons of mass destruction but the other way round. I was there on route back home from Europe with my 
daddy Corbyn and our pet Brownie and you would like to have a copy of the text.”

„The mysterious death of commercial news journalist An Radom in a hotel room bath tub in 1984 in Vienna, 
New Mexico to many of us might appear an issue of ethnic specialists familiar with the unique woes of the 
Caribbean hemisphere, and yet since August 2nd, 1990 it is not. Mrs. Radom, hunted into an undesirable form 
of death inspired from phoney crime fiction literature by a CIA covert stalking orgy, actually had been the first 
victim in a war of fascist aggression which on that day came to penetrate our hemisphere.”

„Mrs. Radom was so badly gagged by the communication siege that her only statement on the issue was the 
choice of town, in this case as we know a deliberate showcase which has borrowed its name from another one 
elsewhere in the world without the former´s consent or approval. Mrs. Radom, a celebrity galore puppet, had 
ended up in the political manipulations surrounding the origins of the u-boat war like a blind chicken may 
erratically come across the grain, or the rat poison among it. We are so lucky that her daughter who found her 
at the time had no camera to take a photograph of the bathroom.”

„As everyone in this street knows, the second Iraq war, though started in a public relations frenzy ignited by the
oil market, retroactively was also turned into a weapons of mass destruction issue. This was so when the 
Washington regime dumped u-boats to aggressive vassal states in the region as to publicly compensate for its 
own alleged laxness on the alleged issue of the alleged weapons of mass destruction. It was only the open 
distortion of an already committed covert interference crime though, as before the first Iraq war both the u-
boats and the weapons of mass destruction were inserted there through a proxy as to cover tracks.”

„In the eyes of the perpetrators, that required the removal of an Iraqi collaborator turned opponent who would 
otherwise remain aware of what was being done and employ national government means under his control to 
oppose it and wake up others across the globe. The Washington regime together with its collaborators in 
Pretoria was undermining its Non Proliferation Treaty from the inside, and the collateral damage in public 
relations had just gone beyond unacceptable, as embodied in the An Radom case though not in the close 
reactions from the time.”

„In the 1980s, the Washington regime conspired to have u-boats with nuclear warheads manufactured in South 
Africa to proliferate them to aggressive neighbours of Iraq to get rid of a serious opponent. In the Iraq-Iran 
neighbourhood conflict a generation ago, Washington had been attempting to put itself behind both sides, and 
now it was committing more of the same in a blatant attempt to compensate for the effects of it. For that 
purpose, a state governor was groomed out of the dock owner´s right hand notary as to produce an 
administrative cover for selling the construction plans to an apartheid-based start-up.”

„The CIA put its resources behind the Pretorian candidate, and when that resulted in a bad press resonance, 
behind the market-leading local weekly, a Newsweek clone under the name The Asparagus, which assigned 
Radom on the issue because governor Rudel was much more well known as an associate of shampoo factory 
owner Adolph Weishaupt.”
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„The u-boats are in the last place you look seems to have been her last thought on Earth. Within three days 
after a television shouting match in which various news journalists had been colliding with their interpretations 
of ongoing scandal investigations, Radom was found dead. The public opinion had swung and so did the CIA 
bet, which had put its resources behind Rudel and then behind Radom, and after both grades of scandal micro-
management did not work, behind Rudel´s opponent Wahnfried Siemund, which did not work either because 
the latter had gone on the Appalachian trail once he heard the thunder rolling and expected the lightning.”

„In the utter failure of its deadly stay behind tactic, which as we should emphasise here was only employed in 
the case in the first place to clumsily compensate for the undesirable side-effects of earlier employment of just 
that amoral conflict attendance tactic, the CIA then tried to turn back at governor Rudel again, with the bizarre 
result of throwing the entire journalist guild of the state of New Dakotia with its docks-and-chems-dependent 
oligarchy into political turmoil, making mad Radom to the degree of crime fiction emulation, and angering 
New Dakotia´s population to a stoning grade.”

„Stay behind kills. Stay behind kills. The plausibly deniable suicide of An Radom is a show piece that, how 
and why stay behind kills. It kills by forcefully putting together harmless things in harmful ways, such as 
bathwater and medication, gubernatorial issues and global trade, u-boats and nuclear warheads, or lobbyists and
bastards, whereas the last ones are their terms not ours, just to make that clear.”

„For a stay behind victim, which is being pimped, spoon-fed and abused against its own awareness until being 
dropped for another favourite of the same, it is more dangerous than bodily obesity through unhealthy food 
intake, all the more so if the person is unaware of the fact that it does not merely live of food in a material 
sense. These victims get hooked on weird coincidences, and once these cease to get arranged, they may be 
falling in despair looking for surrogates. The only true protection possible is to see through it from early on and
not get deceived by one´s own sense of proportionality respectively lack thereof. Yes there are blatantly 
despicable tactics killing at very steep disproportionality of means and aims. That´s why we favour Abolition, 
total Abolition and nothing but Abolition.”

„According to the Kirchhof Report, Radom chose the location because she had been lured by Damian and 
Gordon Bandar, the notorious sons of the long time Arab ambassador to Washington, who were familiar with 
all the lobbyists for all their lives, and alleged they were handling the freakish son of a National Security 
Council member who was involved in the u-boat scam, and would meet her for a briefing at a hotel of her 
choice, under the only condition that it would not have microphones in the walls but only on the tripod upon 
properly negotiated approval.”

„Forest officer Egon Kirchhof, a specialist on inexplicable suicides, who had earlier investigated the deaths of 
commercial news journalists Hunter Webb and Gary Thompson in their respective homes, concluded that 
despite the offer very likely was an empty bag, it might have been attractive enough to an exhausted Radom for
her to swallow it upon an unreflected impulse. The ambassador at the time, on the background of other 
Unitedstates political scandals, was regularly involved with commenting on National Security Council rumours,
and his sons following up in his backwater was widely considered an entirely plausible scenario.”

„On its agenda, the council was weighing the decision that if they had u-boats with nuclear warheads and vassal
stooges in them in the region they could sell the Arab monarchy war planes kept in check by an u-boat missile 
locked on their transponders, and in the exact spirit of the stay behind tactic run the entire follow-up assortment
of the arms race ruled by the seaborne weapons of mass destruction. Opposition forces in Arabia were 
advocating a stringent peace policy instead, but it is not known whether the Bandar sons known from the 
commercial news media for their luxurious car sprints and lavish party club appearances were actually among 
them. Everything Kirchhof writes could be lobbyist galore one way or another, all that is certain is that the 
three journalists are dead.”
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„The u-boat issue sometimes tends to get lost among Radom´s sort of children´s crusade against what she 
perceived as a tabloid mafia. And indeed Rudel in his spoiled imagination had hired a tabloid thug for his 
counter-espionage efforts, which led to such absurd scenarios as when he disclosed to his special adviser that he
feared Nixon-style eavesdropping and received the advice to ask his subordinate authorities for an 
eavesdropping device to be placed as a lure for a technical security check to be blamed on his opponent, as to 
provoke a front page disclosure of CIA efforts.”

„With her investigations, Radom botched that bizarre plot, and it was probably the realisation that she had 
benefited the CIA more than herself, her employer or the public, which killed her will to live. Two men 
stubborn as bucks, one absent and the other one tied up by the press with his own phoney boomerang of a 
scandal story, and a girl that picks up everything in her way like a butterfly mine � she must have thought she 
had won a lottery, only to realise that she was being abused as a tool of war in the two men´s place.”

„After her death the spin put upon it was local oligarchy corruption, and when you look it up you have to dig 
out the root cause by yourself. But here is the lobbyist notary wining and dining with all the local industrialists 
and keen of taking and giving favours here or there. There is the core voter base sedated by war industry jobs 
which economically are in fact blood toll revenues, not any form of production or investment or result thereof. 
And there you have lobbyist central shifting its bets from one lobbyist to another like dirt money in a horse 
race.”

„With the result of the situation turning ever more complicated, because the stay behind tactic poisons 
everything, even more so when it is still being employed against the unintended consequences of its own 
unintended consequences and so forth. And in the scandal around the news coverage of the New Dakotia 
gubernatorial election, we see how the circle closes, because the u-boats are the most concrete materialisation 
of the stay behind tactic. This instance of it is as bad as the Cuba missile crisis the other way round, since it is a
situation of the Western hemisphere fraudulently inserting its ones into the Eastern one, whereas the term 
hemisphere is being used with no distinction between political and geographical hemispheres.”

„It is a proven fact of history today that the Iraq war was not caused by refugees in Kuwait or refugees from 
Ukraine or the like, but by the u-boat fleet. The intent to insert a factor into strategical equations which would 
allow the shifting of all possible balances achieved from any other factors alone, plus the behavioural pattern 
according to which it would play out is materialised by a chain of command for that fleet. In short, weapons of 
mass destruction increase the risk of war, proliferate the subordinate assortment thereof to increase the variety 
of these risks as well, and when all that does not help peace, by their presence in the minds alone cause war.”

„The command system that would deliver even only a short text to a submarine underneath the ocean on the 
other side of the planet, let off be able to catch up a response, is so bulky that technicalities leave no room for 
doubt. If effort is being taken to enable oneself to shift the u-boat weapon, that is the state suicide option, from 
one asset to another at whim, apocalyptic power becomes a gamble. Technically spoken, looking at the military
scenario in place, there is one configuration in which apocalyptic power is a gamble and another one in which it
is not, and they are clearly distinct from each other.”

„Today it is self-evident that the Iraq war was about weapons of mass destruction, and about the evil tactic 
enabled by the deployment of this hardware. You may like to think about the stay behind approach as 
something like malware befalling a computer. It may even pretend a surrogate functionality, but its purpose is 
not what it appears to be. Its purpose is fraud, hypocrisy, violence and exploitation. The analogy may be correct
at least in so far that there is realistic chance to identify patterns and heuristics necessary to eliminate it by 
routine, and that understanding the problem is the biggest part of having it solved.”

„Radom died before she got to the heart of the matter and would understand that with the proliferation of the u-
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boats and the missiles and the warheads, the proliferation of the aircraft carriers and the bombing planes and the
land mines and stray rifles and barn clubs and field stones is only a matter of time and restraint, or lack thereof.
The u-boat in terms of economy and moral estimation of economy is the dam-breaking original sin which opens
the door to all the lesser evils, and the stay behind tactic is the operational profile that links them all to an 
economically toxic menace of planetary suicide.”

„I have to stress an open back door in the approach � namely, if stay behind tactic is being pursued by someone
with a suicidal tendency, that is a significantly stronger such one as the target thereof may be harbouring, it 
literally becomes a suicidal tactic. That is so because it contains a strong incentive to distort the truth into its 
opposite by using the pretext the harassment was meant to deter the target from suicide although it is vice 
versa.”

„Noam Chomsky, the notorious Luddite among Unitedstates Supreme court judges, said that in the collective 
grasp for a bureaucratic pretext of war crime authoritarian peer groups lose all sense of values they ever might 
have proclaimed in any direction. Suicidal peer groups tend to kill targets by means of manipulation alone, he 
stressed, in a tendency to externalise and eternalise their permanent background of internal and infernal losses. 
It already can be found in some small tribes, but in huge mass societies dominated by commerce it takes 
grotesque forms of metastasis.”

„The worst ingredient of it is its collective illusion it was somehow above reality for some reasons. The tactic 
bears a weird priority to remain unaccounted for that outmatches all its other ingredients in terms of making a 
difference in its output results. It may even be that the result of the stay behind attack in all other aspects would
resemble a true asset, but even then the unaccountability makes it appear in the form of worthless crap as to 
provide an explanation why it would be left behind without a plausible interest.”

„If the tactic ever produces anything that could be a argued as useful, then only so as long as it is being 
overlooked that even a tiny fraction of the same effort invested into more honest behaviours would bring about 
way more desirable results, either directly or in the form that problems, malices and difficulties would be 
recognisable much better and risks could therefore be contained which in the result of this form of usury 
cannot.”

„And when the usury switches sides, which may make these on these sides of these issues realise what it is in 
fact about, the contradictions show up so blatantly that they might blow a fuse here or there. Self-evidently the 
stay behind fraud is not above the laws of Nature. Any side in any situation whether aware or unaware thereof 
has to behave and decide differently when the stay behind threat is there than when it is not. Just like a bus or 
truck driver will work differently dependent on how much passenger and cargo load he has got, and that may or
may not include a different way, but first of all does mean a completely different grasp on the prevention of 
accidents.”

„The law of inertia is one of the fundamental qualities of space and time, and the fraudulent tactic does not 
even make it above this one. I have consistently argued that stay behind is insane because it leaves some of the 
targets in confusion unaware of the true causes or unprepared to prove them, which then by doctors 
incompetent with regard to the same is judged as insane. Hence, stay behind by proof of double-blind 
experiment is insane in every instance thereof, and the second grade for the purpose of compensating itself all 
the more so.”

„I elaborate this in detail not only to lay utterly deserved blame upon the corpse economy but first and foremost
because it is the original blueprint for the lie that overshadowed the Iraq war. It was not Iraqi weapons of mass 
destruction, although there had been clumsy attempts to obtain capabilities of mutually assured destruction, it 
was the submarine capacity inserted there that spoiled the equations and propagated complications over 
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complications over complications. The Americans were blaming their own suicidal tendency of stockpiling 
weapons of mass destruction upon others.”

„Alice stole the cake is not a lie in terms that there would never have been any cake or that it got burned in the 
oven or that it would still be on the table, but that Bob did it. That is the two Iraq wars in a nutshell. As the 
sheikhs use to say, you know for certain that the horse race is going to end in a stampede when you find the 
food monopolist betting on all the runners. What remains for the world to do about it is to make sure that future
generations will understand the fraudulent intent of the stay behind tactic already from a distance.”

„We must hence turn the American case into a precedent that preempts repetition. The first thing in doing so is 
our own insight that the misbehaviour of the Americans is neither thoughtful or original, nor subtle nor smart, 
but a mere plagiarism from history ten times older than theirs. Once it is no longer being misperceived through 
lenses of deception, the tactic appears as what it is, a barbarian relic grafted upon current technological 
monopoly, as all barbarian empires did in their times. Stay behind is the preparation of backstabbing by other 
means.”

„And when someone gets rude enough to make it entirely unattractive to stay behind in expectation of the one-
time opportunity for it, as Saddam Hussein did in Iraq, it also is the predecessor of frontal aggression as 
illegitimate as itself; and once that fails also for repetition thereof under the most blatant causal distortion. 
When an evildoer attempts to put itself on any winning side, no present side does ever bring about a good 
victory. It can only be achieved by a side that is absent and cannot be targeted that way.”

„The temptation of moral equivalence lies not so much between various stockpiles of weapons of mass 
destruction here or there, but inside a self-fraudulent tactic under their umbrella brought about by an 
exceptional illusion of supremacism whose presence alone should be sufficient justification to permanently 
eject a nation from any form of the very nuclear privilege it currently is abusing so unrelentingly. Thank you 
for listening.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Two
Title: Imam of Africacommand Host Denounces Monsanto Campaign
Date: Sunday, Jul 30th 2017
Name: Rob Christie

Content: „Garvey County Radio, Food Security Watch. This week´s program features inside views on the 
recent surge of attacks on seed exchange circles in sub-Saharan Africa, the fallout of the central Asian record 
drought, and the root causes of the Australian water crisis. First on the line is Dr. Bastian Al Abgar with fresh 
news on what happened to the African farmers.”

A: „Monsanto´s attack scheme on our food security is at large parts well known. It is still worsening though 
both in terms of quality and quantity. If it is considered that this corporation cripples some of the genetic code 
not only to hamper reproduction but also as a watermark to prosecute it where it cannot be hampered entirely 
then it will be self-evident what the threat is. If IS forces operate that way on the cultural heritage of a 
community it is being called war crime. But the latest news are not about the abuse of the genetic code, they are
about the abuse of the farmers that defy the monopoly.”

Q: „Let´s say I am a farmer in Africa and do not like Monsanto. Maybe I have internet and said so there. What 
happens?”

A: „When you are a farmer, you need seed. If you are a high-end professional then you can take them from 
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your own harvest once you get the cultivation cycle up and running. Or you mutually help yourself out with 
your neighbours. Or you find more distant colleagues who provide you with seed. If you get lured by Monsanto
however then you get all your seed from them.”

Q: „No thanks.”

A: „But your neighbours all get their seed from them and are in contracts that disallow them to pass on any to 
you, and if they did the next generation would be bastardised because the genetic code is crippled for above 
said purposes and the seed is degenerate.”

Q: „Rest assured, I will find someone to provide me good seed, and I will do to others.”

A: „Let´s say an attacker is hampering your mail and delivery and you find items replaced and arranged.”

Q: „And investigative bureaucracy is corrupted. But I will get the seed, even if it takes a pilgrimage. Live 
plantable seed and not processed derivatives.”

A: „Let´s say your seed pilgrimage is being cordoned by attack thugs.”

Q: „There are many alternative ways other than walking through the market square CCTV.”

A: „Let´s say on your tiny ant path there are lure shills signalling you that they intend to enforce your 
collaboration with the unspoken threat to unleash the attack thugs from the other route upon you.”

Q: „Is this coming to a point where Monsanto would be hiring more attack shills than I would carry seeds?”

A: „That is why it is such a serious food security threat if it is not being done with. As a farmer in Africa, you 
may be facing the risk to end up with no other seed supply than the abusive corporation. Just that it is subject to
a steep cost function to attack your seed supply does not make it safe! And even in case you have your own 
seed cycle you are not safe because it could get damaged by attack thugs.”

Q: „Are you saying Monsanto is like the too-big-to-fail colonialist imbecile on the plantation punching 
everyone into the nose who does not plant the way they should be guessing?”

A: „The crippling of the genetic code for purposes arbitrary to its natural function is a mortal sin to be banned 
in law. If it cannot be handled appropriately to what it is for our own species as well then it is better left as is, 
before handling it inappropriately for merely competitive excuses.”

Q: „What would happen if they did not cripple it?”

A: „Seed would reproduce, but only when their quality is sufficient to do so. Terrestrial exchange would 
resume and monopoly revenues might be shrinking. General seed quality would enhance because transparency 
would re-focus upon competition.”

Q: „So why in the world do they cripple the genetic code? Is it greed alone? I guess if you were all about 
making a bit more money then you would get to that on less despicable or at least less effort-intensive ways?”

A: „The arbitrary purposes alien to Nature do include but are not limited to pecuniary ones. There also are 
ideological ones, for example arbitrary selection. Crippling your seed allows them to put bullet-proof vests on 
them as to gun down everyone on the square and select them as survivors.”
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Q: „But that´s crazy even as a distant imagination!”

A: „That´s how glyphosate works. The extinction toxin that kills everything but the monopoly plant with the 
monopoly bullet-proof vest which cannot contribute to the exchange functions of the biosphere but only 
substitute what it cannot compete against under symmetric circumstances. Glyphosate kills.”

Q: „Please elaborate.”

A: „You can have piles of empiric studies arguing whether it causes cancer or not. What is undeniably clear is 
that the cancer risk to producers spraying it is by dimensions higher than the cancer risk to consumers eating 
the ripe food much later. Glyphosate decomposes itself, but even if it does so completely it will bring about a 
culture of farmers taking much worse collateral risks to themselves than others, and together with the law of 
unintended consequences with regard to whatever was not closely anticipated you can be certain of increased 
customer risk from whatever direction it is not being expected.”

Q: „I would not trust a computer manufacturer working that way, but what could possibly go wrong with a 
farm.”

A: „The bullet-proof vest on the seed is plagiarised from another context of life. It was taken from a bacterium 
fighting against poisoning. If the microbe could sue, it would be in the position to take over Monsanto because 
any good of whatever kind the evil corporation despite its bad mode of operation ever achieved in fact belongs 
to the bacterial species. But as humans we assert that the microbe put it into the creative commons, and hence 
Monsanto is a toxic asset in the creative commons which we have to neutralise. The constructive scheme of the 
bullet-proof vest is open knowledge, not to have everyone wearing one but to obtain and maintain the collateral
balance that prevents monopoly abuse of it.”

Q: „What do you, as a religious leader, say to the glyphosate round-up?”

A: „We will get to that soon enough. First, let me say something to it as a local. You know that Monsanto 
claims no administrative body in the world banned glyphosate flat out. That is currently so, but it is true that 
Europe is sitting on the fence on the issue of a glyphosate ban. If its strongest members followed their popular 
opinion then it would be banned already. The government of Germany for example only follows the vote, and 
since most German opponents of glyphosate did not vote for the current government it does not vote against 
glyphosate. Really. The stuff turns European politics from an eat-first-pay-then restaurant into a pay-before-
you-eat food stall even before it occurs in the food! If that is not a strong poison against any form of reasoned 
debate, show me one.”

Q: „Berlin is conditioned for a higher u-turn just like before Fukushima meltdown?”

A: „I mentioned the collateral risk of glyphosate-induced risk ignorance of a farming guild. The situation is 
relevant in so far that this place is host to Africacommand and Monsanto is working through Africacommand to
lure, harass and attack these farmers there who dare to pursue their own independence.”

Q: „That sounds like there will be many, many dead, if not immediately then when the final bills are going to 
be put on the table.”

A: „The world is now getting beyond the horizon of previous investigations. Let me make this transparent. Of 
course, the more repression the farmers face, the more precautions they take. When they are assassinated and 
their deaths are being investigated we are not seeing the full truth, because local authorities are not getting at it. 
For example, a farmer goes to obtain seed from another one, social networks and institutions all lose track 
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because he protects his source as good as he can.”

Q: „So what?”

A: „But Monsanto agents working through Africacommand are still on his track, and assassinate him. 
Consequently, local authorities investigating the death will erroneously assume it was Monsanto that had 
provided the seed found with him once they begin taking into account the involvement of the corporation. But 
in fact this peasant died for his right to obtain pure seed not only in a genetic sense but in a working sense as 
well, free from any contamination by harassment on transport. Plus the cases where the dead were ripped off 
their seed, or they were exchanged, or manipulated ones planted by the murderers.”

Q: „Monsanto is not even interested in the good seed?”

A: „Exactly. They are only interested in replacing them with bad ones, that is their own. That´s why it is being 
called a replacement technology. The good seed are available for free, unless someone pursues war on them. 
Think of throwing pearls to pigs. These battle pigs, as a local warlord of the Gulen type had called them in his 
better days, do not exist in peacetime. That is something we must keep in mind in our everyday preparedness 
for handling them down.”

Q: „What about the rumour that this racket purchased new headquarters in the neighbourhood of 
Africacommand?”

A: „From the community perspective, the attack on the farmers, on the food supply, is a door opener for covert 
meddling in all areas. Specifically, one particular corporate interest develops the military according to its kind 
of grass-roots-targeted needs. This is a budget so vast that it brings about avalanches you cannot see from 
outside the bill. The particular attack request circumstantially generates hiring runs on the specific language 
skill. Once Monsanto triggered a hire for treacherous military translators on let´s say Haussa, the door is open 
for other department to prey upon let´s say the energy industry or the family ministry.”

Q: „How do you call this?”

A: „In sports, this would be called doping. Monsanto is doping the Unitedstates military against or this or that 
opponent, rival or competitor. But state politics is not sports and there is no overseer to check the rules except 
us.”

Q: „How do you call this?”

A: „This is a rogue particular interest in a pooling effort, to get it across the soup kitchen.”

Q: „To get it across the scrapyard as well, why is this particular rogue interest so bad an ingredient?”

A: „What makes it particularly bad is that the death threat against the farmers taking care of natural seed 
circulation is a creeping or secondary one. The targeted farmers are being threatened with murder attempts of 
incomplete execution, for the purpose of blackmail, for the purpose of getting them alive by means of 
intimidation. The primary purpose is a broken will, death is the secondary one, which means that the handling 
involves arbitrary shifting of the death acceptance criteria according to situation estimation. This component 
rattles the death barrier most of the time and hence in combination with other ingredients depending upon 
correct functioning of the death barrier in untrusted public interaction may cause imminent danger.”

Q: „As a religious leader, how do you rate this behaviour?”
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A: „It would overstretch the term inappropriate to a double-negative sense to say this was fitting for a business 
whose purpose is to prey upon the genetic heritage for arbitrary purposes. There was one poet in the past 
century who said if that is how they value the life in our food ultimately it will also be how they value the life 
in us. As a leader, my word is that if the business model brings about cancer on the military body before the 
chemical may bring it on the human body, please complete on your own.”

Q: „If bureaucratic cancer is the result of the risk assessment procedure, then...?”

A: „As a religious leader, let me tell you what may face you opposite of Africacommand. A man came to me 
and told me he was suspected to be a criminal by border police. The suspicion arose from a business card found
with him and the assumption it meant that he was a customer. The man had drank alcohol in a park and in 
doing so talked to a local who said he was fired as a teacher of elementary skills because the government 
suspected him to be an enemy of the state. I will not take a stance on his credibility, yet the other drinker said 
instead he now worked as a cleansing worker and handed out the business card of the employer with an 
invitation to visit. But the man never visited. So I told him, you gave border police a pedagogic assessment of 
their labour dispatcher office and they were blaming the messenger.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Three
Title: Malware Scourge Fact Assessment Board Presents Report
Date: Saturday, Aug 5th 2017
Name: Francis Weinert

Content: Aboard conquered warship USS Pueblo in the waters of Pyongyang, the North´s freshly set up Cyber 
Operations, Machinations and Manipulations Institute of Examination released a statement on the malware 
scourge currently haunting a number of computer operation systems around the planet. Spokesperson Le Ba 
Nana of the Institute´s Fact Assessment Board addressed journalists, scientists, representatives of social 
organisations and officials concerned with a report detailing on the backgrounds of the collateral surge of 
malware occurrences.

„In the sewing machine factory in Kwaesong Industrial Zone, a computer repair technician noticed that from 
one day to another, almost all systems took significantly more maintenance time than before. It coincided with 
a visit of a Canadian businessman who had offered a so-called win-win deal concerning patented needles as to 
enter the Western market with a synergy effect.”

„The needles would have a built-in breaking point as to allow software in the machines to call the function, and
after watching the presentation the local manager had rejected the offer on the ground of business model 
incompatibility. Such a function would only fit into an exploitation-centred business model. The other day 
computers controlling the production lines took more maintenance time.”

„The repair technician applied for a working group, had it set up and found out that apparently nothing with the
systems was wrong, except maybe of spam piles to be purged here or there, and also occasionally the time and 
date, which made the scheduling routine conclude it had to work up and caused the erroneous effort. How 
could clock data be wrong?”

„The systems were deliberately configured not to obtain it from the internet to prevent just that, but instead 
from United Nations time-zone-wide long wave atom clock signal cells operated by member states and their 
scientific institutions. They did indeed, but these signals can be spoofed as easily as a geostationary positioning 
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feed in a drone hijacking. How could they be spoofed in Kwaesong Industrial Zone?”

„Quite a legitimate question, because any interference from a warship or killer satellite or the like could easily 
be tracked by national defence systems of either state independently, and each side or anyone else could easily 
defraud one but not both. Yet no big interference footprint could be spotted. Above the factory, there appeared 
to be blue sky.”

„The working group figured out that although there was no malware in the slowed-down computers, it was in 
the internet routers they used, and it hijacked the cordless phones connected to them to locally supersede time 
zone signals. The malware was however designed to get at missile control systems and spoil launches there and
its impact on the production of sewing machines was only a side-effect, collateral more in the sense of impact 
than of targeting.”

„Gro Te Wol was dispatched with his working group and supervising a herd of investigators figured out that he
was facing a warhead and that it meant that the enemy who had brought this about was using a technique 
known as the black block or multiple re-entry vehicle to any kid anywhere under a nuclear umbrella.”

„In short, as to outmatch a missile defence system, a missile is packed with said vehicle which then in re-
entering the thicker layers of the atmosphere splits up into an amount of decoy and a few warheads against 
which an one-by-one fight with anti-missiles is a tactical nightmare. The repair technician realised that 
somewhere out there in other computers there must be tons of decoy, that is malware pretending a purely 
criminal purpose, although it would make less money than auctioning off the skill if it was what it appeared to 
be.”

„Samples of decoy were taken from the world market and indeed it turned out they were plagiarising from the 
same sources. And not only from what is crawling around out there but also from thought experiment 
constructs designed for the purpose to prove the pedagogic theory that scientific education would be better off 
without censuring, and therefore blocked from publication until the public recognition of the proof.”

„In one case it was even plagiarised from a source which complained that a fire wall in rejecting an illegitimate
access attempt would falsely address the misuser as superuser, which would produce irritating protocols. In 
short, if these sources had been adapted in their respective spirit there would be none of the current malware.”

„Gro Te Wol had, after realising that he was on the verge of getting dragged into international affairs, laid 
down his mandate, and continues to maintain the computers in the sewing machine factory. The Institute of 
Examination took over the international affair and intends to raise your awareness that the multiple re-entry 
vehicle design of the recent malware scourge signifies that exactly the opposite is the case as suggested by the 
content and labelling of the decoy, namely that that it is not some grass roots greed crime but the package 
filling of a larger hate crime.”

„For the missile defence engineer, it is a merely technical distinction whether it would be an enemy´s black 
block or a swarm of meteorites some of which would be too big for the atmosphere � our natural shield � to 
melt down before surface impact. You can´t knock several doors with one defence missile. Each bullet has only
one hit. Outnumbering missile defence is stochastic.”

„It may be interesting to know that Gro Te Wol laid down his mandate with a self-ironic remark that before he 
repaired computers he repaired ovens. When the law is being tightened on oven emissions, the most significant 
factor is the location of it, where the oven stands.”
„It depends on topological factors of the landscape, so-called ventilation challenged areas, mostly natural bowls
in the Earth surface if you will, and comes into effect when the climate puts the self-cleansing of the 
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atmosphere temporarily out of business, and has been doing so for some time in a specific place, bringing about
a local accumulation effect. Then, and only then, its operation direly requires to be restrained, which makes it a 
task to be done with computers.”

„In a next step one could think of, let´s say, cars as mobile ovens with mobile computers. But what matters 
more is the computers themselves � they have loopholes because otherwise they would not be computers but 
conventional machinery. The most significant factor for vulnerability is the purpose the computer may be used 
for. And vulnerability becomes imminent when the workload puts the maintenance behind.”

„Currently, there are still many who suffered some damage in their computers through the impact of the decoy, 
but they are not aware whom to address for compensation claims. On the other hand, no significant damage has
been caused by the main purpose of the malware, at least not yet, and apparently no missile launches have been
erroneously delayed, triggered or otherwise re-scheduled due to the calendar manipulations, although the 
collateral damage is vast as far as for example filing dates of business reports are concerned. Plus the 
smokescreen from all the criminal-looking malware duds.”

„Of course the attack scheme is a bit childish, assuming that an opponent´s missile control systems would 
necessarily be based upon some derivatives of capitalist consumer electronics and hence could be attacked that 
way. And how would military infrastructure depend upon a civilian signal that may not be reliable where it 
matters? Even the mere possibility would put the signal source at increased risk of counter attack.”

„Besides that, just giving such a blanket tactic a try because it might hit around a few corners is exactly like 
just giving a shooting spree a try because a target might be among the hit. But, as the blacklisted poet said, 
what is a shooting spree compared to a thermonuclear attack with a military-industrial complex?”

„According to Gro Te Wol, there are two kinds of people: First, people who have ideas that matter regardless 
how their implementations are designed, and second, people who have no idea, and all that matters with them is
how they design their implementations of whatever idea may come to have them, that is creative and dumb 
people.”

„The working group worked so well since it worked on the base of this everyday knowledge, because its 
initiator had found that this was essentially the same for ovens, sewing machines and computers. Gro Te Wol 
surrounded himself with wisely chosen people and carried the complete investigation of the self-maintenance 
irregularity all the way to the border.”

„Gro Te Wol elaborated that there is a kind of design people who have no idea, which alone is not a charge, but
take efforts to design other people´s ideas before they are actually ready for multiplication, like someone who 
would intend to decorate the bread before it has cooled down, instead of making good bread for all purposes. It 
cannot bring about anything else but nuts, in the best case, or in all worst ones, obstacles in other people´s 
workflow.”

„I need to add that it is worthwhile to consider the perpetrators who spread the malware are not software 
experts. They are fraud racket criminals who have exploited software experts like anyone else. That is part of 
the explanation of their design frenzy, as elaborated in Das Kapital. But is also explains why computer software
is merely one element in a broader attack on the free association of the free.”

„Here in Korea, in the colonial half of our country, we have a precedent that explains why giving software 
exploits to mobsters is like giving hand grenades to children. I anonymise the case as it has been done in a 
marriage record administration software tutorial, where it is being called the prison guard dilemma. The prison 
guard dilemma is when the prison guard ceases to be a prison guard because the criminal regime is defeated 
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and abolished and the prison guard escapes compensatory justice.”

„Then this prison guard by definition never had been a prison guard. In case of an inheritance conflict among 
the tacit-denial-clad prison guard´s descendants, although abolition of the prison regime may appear to be a 
closed case, the front line between Abolition and stealth criminal habit may then run through the family, 
permanently irritating any kind of administration, and most of itself, of course.”

„In the second grade of the prison guard dilemma there is a spy official dispatched to stalking and harassing the
family, and willingly and knowingly misleading authorities which may already be in a state of bad governance 
because spies have misused the state giving it a bad name for honest applicants, and does not repent because it 
puts bureaucratic conspiracy above the purpose it speculates upon claiming to have been employed for in the 
first place; and speculates upon a major precedent of it inconsistency to go through by traumatic surprise of 
criminal character, and remains in shortcut deadlock relying on expectation to dry out any capable rival, and so 
forth.”

„In the third grade of the prison guard dilemma there would be a doctor above the official enabling the post-
defeat war crime, or echo of war crime, but in effect crime is crime; in the fourth a teacher above these, in the 
fifth a writer, the sixth a cleric and the seventh a religious leader. And while it is not unconditionally 
recommended in daily life, in this argument you may also substitute humans with machines, and the prison 
guard dilemma becomes a malware guard dilemma.”

„In the precedent case from the South, the spy official did not take off the lid from its emergency eject button, 
as the seal proves. When Northern courts took over the case from the incapable Southern system, the spy 
official had already killed one member of the family. The judiciary remembered another case in which they had
to decide whether a hijacked passenger plane may be shot down and ruled that it may only be done when the 
hijackers are killing passengers, because that indicates that they failed to defend themselves. So they decided, 
yes, an execution of the alpha decider is legitimate.”

„But would it save the rest of the family, as to avoid losing contact with purpose and thereby emulate the spy, 
only to then emulating it even more by executing it by means of criminal assassination? With definitive 
certainty not. What is required to achieve this is to get the defunct authorities of the misused half to excrete 
treacherous officials who have forgotten their purpose and their responsibility chain.”

„For these who are not aware, the executive authorities of our South are being led by a madman who prefers 
his own malware over a court order, as if he wanted access for illicit purposes. The next state of treacherous 
officials forgetting their purpose are treacherous officials preparing the apparatus to work without purpose. 
After all a computer is little but a bureaucracy of electrons, so any concept you employ to keep your workings 
tidy may be transferred. For example, in terms of game theory malware is like thumb tacks on a bike path only 
with code, the coincidence factor is intentionally marginal.”

„Oh, by the way, as to the limits of the analogy, because it should never be forgotten, first of all in this field, 
that every analogy has its limits. While the malware can simply be deleted, the rogue official requires a special 
handling to neutralise it. Computer simulations may bring up that the purpose-forgetting spy would better be 
employed as a cuckoo clock safari guide to explain to customers how and why the cuckoo in the cuckoo clock 
house says cuckoo although it is not really a cuckoo. In case it totally disqualifies itself, tasks like this also 
require alternatives.”

„What the Institute of Examination does is snafu, which is like kungfu or tofu or dreifu, only with computers. 
Or with projections of computers on the real world � but this is not a science theory lesson. For the purpose of 
this briefing it is sufficient to be aware that it means that all the computing technique ideas are in 
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interdisciplinary connection. One such idea that greatly matters in malware extinction is that the use of the self-
attributed name of the malware outside the computer is part of its damage function, as in commodity theory 
where the market name of a commodity – in capitalism they bear market and producer names, as if they were 
alive – already is cultural abuse.”

„For example in North America when you enter a shop and say hello in a threatened Indian or European 
dialect, you will be served a package of this or that designer trash product bearing a name just similar enough 
to evade legal claims but still sufficient to manipulate a market into false associations. The same phenomenon 
can be found in computer malware, and it is an indicator signifying the likelihood at which a particular piece of
malware may be collateral distraction brought about by an hierarchy of abuse glued together by nothing than a 
broken joke.”

„For example, a particular malware is identifying itself as Dune Dotter, as to require a disambiguation page 
with regard to a yellow flower, but in fact it is programmed to introduce components of chemical drugs into 
seawater desalination factories by automatic placement of contractor hires and just-in-time deliveries into 
operations management systems.”

„In our department this triggered a systematic research effort on the various kinds of abuses and exploits 
committed by the deliberate confusion of products and people under the death-bound ideology of capitalism. It 
found that the worst damage caused by market irritations was the one committed upon deceased scientists 
whose families had either died out or did not bring about any heirs who would or could carry on on the same 
level.”

„In fact there was spotted such a thing as a dead scientists conspiracy, namely a cartel of monopoly-oriented 
corporations all bearing names of dead scientists without capable current caretakers, or closely bordering 
variations thereof, which is on track to replace the existing monopoly.”

„This is relevant because the recent malware surge is an ingredient in this monopoly replacement � the 
malware is targeting the old monopoly in an apparent attempt to make room for replacement, while at the same 
time its naming function appears to be driven by replacement marketing efforts. This makes it very very likely 
that it was produced the way I described to you. In general, the more effort it takes to associate with 
propaganda slurs the more likely it is coming from the same side.”

„There is no international scientific institution that would protect scientist´s names from posthumous abuse, not
even if they received prestigious awards for their works. After patent privileges expire anyone can abuse their 
names. And by abuse I mean deliberate misuse for unsolicited purposes, not parallel use by another person 
bearing the same name and using it on their own merits.”

„It is like blasphemy, you can legally pursue any blasphemy of any kind in any context, and no one may take 
offence, but if you harness blasphemy for a marketing effort, anyone should regardless whether this instance of 
commercial abuse touches them personally or not. Because if only the affected could protest, or they would 
have to protest by themselves, the naming element of the abuse would already take effect. This is zero hedge 
for dummies.”

„I will close this report without taking questions. If you got any, you can ask them to the Southern girl who lost
her mother due to a NSA malware attack on a clinic where she was in treatment. Despite the hospital later 
restored its records, that girl still fears to have her mother´s remains exhumed from the local mass grave to rest 
with her family. Or, ask them to the puppet official harassing that child.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Four
Title: Havanna Chamber of Commerce Speech on Petersberg Massacre
Date: Friday, Aug 25th 2017
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: „Everyone in the Western hemisphere with even only the smallest familiarity with its religious history 
knows that the single most significant event since the beginning of the rollback of colonialism in the 18th 
century is the Petersberg Massacre of 1979. 1979 – on the background of the Eastern world´s beginning of the
Islamic revolution, in the jungle of Guyana where a Christian personality cult colony bearing the name of its 
founder and leader, Peter Toussaint, brings it about.”

„In the result, the whole population of Petersberg, a huge ferry-load of people, are found lying on the ground 
dead from drinking poison served by its leader, including himself. Furthermore it turns out that they did so in 
anticipation of a diplomatic visit of Virginia congressman Litwin Dylan, who arrives on the massacre scene 
expecting a live community leading diplomatic talks.”

„For american Christians this is so significant because they have to take a faithful position on it – was it their 
faith that produced this? And if not so, how would we have noticed in advance? Either way a true dilemma. At 
the end of the day, their priests and their psychiatrists are referring the case back and forth to each other until 
you get tired of the ballgame.”

„Most Christian churches there argue that it would have been Toussaint´s Antiamerican political stance that led 
to the massacre. And in fact Toussaint recruited from sidelined communities whose members were better in 
touch than others with how Americans are being perceived by people around the world for what they have done
over the generations to innocent and guilty alike. Still, Petersberg remains an american exceptionalism.”

„From cable leaks we can today tell with certainty that Litwin Dylan was not aware of internal developments in
the Toussaint group. He did not know that the community had recently suffered a severe blow from the 
unresolved drive-by shooting of Leo Toussaint, the leader´s first son, in Guyana´s coastline capital Jonestown.”

„Neither did he know that this assassination had been organised by Toussaint´s own Prophet Guard on their 
own order, just like the poison in the drink, because they had been drilled on ultra-tight security and were 
unaware of Peter Toussaint´s personal background. Just like the background of the poison was not pure water, 
but a commercial american industry-made drink obtained through import.”

„Leo Toussaint might have said they added body poison to mind poison, as they always did complete his father
´s orders on their own behalf. From today´s view it is clear that they also completed a weird religious book 
interpretation of first son sacrifice Peter Toussaint had inherited from his forefathers.”

„Litwin Dylan could have known that the Toussaint family had a slaver history on their ranch that Peter 
Toussaint loathed with all his heart – which is the reason why he found to the Antiamerican way, though 
bringing with him a few inherited habits pending complete Abolition. Contemporaries held sincere hope that 
these renegade Americans would finally come to fully cleanse their hearts and reconcile with God and the 
world.”

„One such habit is the first born sacrifice. Warlord slavers did so in their permanent regional wars and tug-of-
wars when they were feeling defeat. What did the colonial slaver with his slaves on his plantation do when he 
was to be defeated by the other colonial slaver, without any rescue of human rights to reach for?”

„I tell you what they did. In such a situation, a slaver would deliberately commit a profoundly moronic mistake,
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the more blatantly obvious the better, only to wait for one of the slaves to raise its voice and oppose. Then he 
would severely punish that slave for opposition, casually correct the mistake, and pompously appoint that slave 
to be overseer of the other slaves.”

„From his writings it is known however that Leo Toussaint had done his own independent research on colonial 
history and figured out that deliberately not raising their voices as overseers when they were being provoked to 
do so, well, that is how leaders of slave rebellions recognise each other. They collectively resist the lure and 
fraternise among and against all slavers regardless who does the worst nonsense just right now.”

„Toussaint junior led the opposition of Petersberg, and had discussed the poison scenario with his followers 
there after Toussaint senior had received an american mayor intending to bring back cult member originating 
from his village, in preparation to which he had served his guards the same industrial drink, which they all 
swallowed.”

„Toussaint junior, in the name of some of the individuals concerned, had argued that his prophet father, in the 
moment he did pursue any formal diplomatic contact, would be in the role of a mundane king, and have to be 
handled and treated as such by Petersberg people.”

„He preached to the local opposition that the religious books on the issue of cultural captivity commanded the 
faithful to be aware that in these circumstances the foundation of successful independence was to avoid the 
food provided by the king, which included the drink.”

„In fact Leo Toussaint believed that both the guards and his father had committed grave mistakes, namely by 
taking the drink on one side, and by humiliating subordinates to make them work better. His followers intended
to hold a local convention to set up imperative guidelines for freelance delegates to answer any contact requests
from american officials. The guards were furious.”

„Also killed in the Jonestown drive-by shooting was Daniel Sixpack, the opposition´s second hand man to 
whom the leader´s heir had delegated all subcultural tasks how opposition members would recognise each other
without loyal Petersberg inhabitants taking notice. The opposition was paralysed.”

„Before the attention span is exceeded or the air in this room is spent or you get a wireless headache or 
whatever, let me thank you for inviting me here to Cuba to mention that the commercial drink depravity – you
are aware that in slaver societies traded goods were not commodities, they were not selected for names they 
bear and stories associated with them, but for other poor criteria such as producer coalition building, which 
makes the slaver habit in capitalism appear like a cannibal in a business suit, grossly anachronistic not only in 
terms of aesthetics – that this industrial commodity abuse resonates in the forced feeding in the american 
torture prison in the colonial legacy treaty exclave here on this island. Any and every american Christians still 
insisting that Toussaint had been a lone extremist with no connection to their faith need to have their noses 
pushed into this, until they begin to take care to purge and purify their hearts. They need to be pointed at this 
again and again.”

„What happened in Toussaint´s Prophet Guard, all of whose members died in the suicide drinking? I already 
mentioned that these were younger people, the younger generation, in the typical american generation conflict 
between boomers and boomerangs. Of course they were plotting to replace Toussaint before he would decease 
in office, and in doing so circumvent the legitimate replacement.”

„As I also mentioned, the group recruited from segments of society less isolated than others and more in touch 
with the true world outside America. Yet in the early days of the guard´s formation already, they had rallied 
around the human sacrifice idea because it allowed them more recruitment.”
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„You may wonder how losses might appear attractive, but this group of youngsters had found a way to recruit 
seniors in conflict with their successors by offering to destroy their opponent´s lives. For example, your son 
would not move out, you would become a cult member and in exchange the cult would take care of your 
problem for you.”

„This did not only increase their own recruitment efficiency, but even more so decrease the efficiency of any 
rival group inside the cult pursuing recruitment by any other means. After they had dried out all honesty from 
their efforts, in their group paranoia they became the elite Prophet Guard.”

„And like any other slave overseers, they would add their extra bit of violence on top of the slaver´s orders they
executed. So they did to the opposition, which found itself under a graver threat than an american president or 
vice president, and finally to their leader himself who until his last moments thought that he was playing a 
joke.”

„Oddly enough Peter Toussaint of Petersberg, Guyana died stuck on the assumption that his son had fallen to a 
random criminal incident, and should have stayed at home instead of self-organising with outside partners. Yet 
if you look at local police statistics, of all types of gunfights you can find the drive-by shooting is almost the 
only one in which the target is always innocent.”

„In the slaver society, when you resist the lure you are a rebel. When you are a traitor then you take it because 
otherwise you could not benefit from your treason. In capitalism, there may also be traitors resisting the lure, 
just like financial speculators fixated upon selling their assets not now but later.”

„Historical materialism teaches us that there would be no other place for treason than in front of the slaver, 
once the outside tide changed, because the slaver would use you as a tool to eliminate any other type of treason 
that might not carry him on. In capitalism there are plenty, because finance can always outmatch production.”

„I remind you again that we are looking at the very best of America. These were folks among which political 
views like America-first nuclear disarmament were self-evident. They could and should have been instructors 
of their erring people, and yet they carried out the habits of these they loathed upon each other exactly when it 
mattered most not to do so.”

„The Prophet Guard had formed in 1975 after India tested its nuclear weapon and the Toussaint group 
experienced an undeserved surge of fresh members disillusioned by India-oriented alternative communities. 
Toussaint got increasingly confused of potential rivals inside the ranks and two years later formally instituted 
his prophet guard, whose existence then culminated in the suicide drinking another two years later.”

„Historically, the Petersberg massacre signifies the peak of the american colonial legacy in the cloak of 
Antiamerican opposition. From that point onwards, for example the Arab kings did as well, while even 
Antiamerican Americans came to be perceived with greater scepticism in regard to their legacy habits.”

„Had Peter Toussaint lived the life of his forefathers before Abolition, his son would probably have been a 
general in the warlord army having his plantation administrated by unchecked overseers, and the slave massacre
there would have been a footnote in a much more deadly war for territories and markets.”

„But as an unconscious post-Abolition heir, he raised his head outside the cheese-cup of american culture at 
least a bit, enough for many to follow him by right instinct, and his son as a conscious one even more so. I 
close with the finding that the conscious objector, all the more so standing on the shoulders of the unconscious 
one, is the most precious form of historical progress, as Lenin had said about the European communists.”
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Five
Title: Aun San Su Ki Demands Shutdown of Al-Hurriya Television
Date: Tuesday, Aug 29th 2017
Name: Nivad Almani

Content: The Burmese human rights icon has up a petition among Nobel Prize Laureates to help the Rohingya 
people.

N: „Thank you for this interview.”

A: „I will roll it straight out. These wicked rumours I had no heart for the Rohingya people are totally untrue. A
frivolous lie fabricated by spoon-paid rumour mill serfs. It annoys everyone.”

N: „So what? I did not notice you took any time for them.”

A: „Of course you did not. This is why I invited you. I spent my time with the Rangoon Institute of Colonial 
Studies doing research about media freedom. Because I think the best way to shut down the rumour mill is to 
set the serfs free. So I went to study the birth stories of free media across the world, how they came about, what
are the conditions of their possibility, how do they think of themselves how they could have made anything 
better, in a comparative colonialism criticism curriculum. Then I chose one case from a foreign culture, or two 
actually, and went through it in depth. This is by the way the heart of a free university: You can choose your in 
depth subject without any rivalry. This case study has now resulted in a scientifically solid petition.”

N: „A petition?”

A: „Not yet a public one, since it is only being circulated among nobel buddies. It gives an abstract of one 
specific media outlet with a serious congenital error and a recommendation how to treat it.”

N: „And you want experts not crowds?”

A: „I do collect for the stage before I collect for the audience. Final shutdown is a treatment that cannot be 
administered in a stampede. I make an argument that this specific case is a blueprint of a rumour mill 
scientifically requiring shutdown. Such a kind of proposal must double and triple secure itself in all directions 
before asking anyone to rely upon it. These are the basic customs of our community which the public knows for
our results.”

N: „I want to have your argument.”

A: „An imperialist army occupies several countries. They are not operating like an intensive care unit in a 
clinic, hahaha. They are carrying on their legacy depravity from country to country. My specific case belongs 
into this category. I researched how the British developed a particular depravity in Bangladesh and how after 
their takeover by the Americans the latter re-enacted the same in the Middle East.”

N: „What do you mean by depravity?”

A: „Occupation implies that media must obtain a publishing license from the occupier. On the ground this 
means that no one can set up media but the occupier. Local writers are not or not fully allowed to set up 
themselves, the threat of censorship is blurring the lines in their considerations before they come to decide, 
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choices are limited, and so forth. By depravity I mean the presence of good cop bad cop theatrics in such a 
serious administrative procedure which self-evidently is not for gambling.”

N: „Good cop bad cop gambling?”

A: „Exactly. Think of three participants, the old officer, the young officer and the local chief. What the British 
did in Bangladesh is, the old officer issues the publishing permit with a paragraph that effectively says any 
censorship generally reserved. When the negotiations get sweaty, at some point the young officer takes your 
hand with the pen and guides it striking out the censorship clause. Or incites you to do so with the old officer. 
Or talks around that you had been watching the two doing this, or not. It is in no protocol. You are the only 
eyewitness. Which effectively makes your permit worth less than the bare paper for your tribe.”

N: „Not with my hands.”

A: „What would you do?”

N: „A top samizdat story of it!”

A: „Fine. Hence you are not a depravity case.”

N: „But some media outlet in Bangladesh is. Which one is it?”

A: „It is long forgotten. It did not exist that long. And as our said our evidence from there spreads across many 
cases.”

N: „You said you would only invite me for top stories?”

A: „That is why it is being balled Comparative Colonialism Criticism Curriculum. In the back cases there are 
no huge stories. Everyone knows the vile media bias against Rohingya. It spread across the region before its 
epicentre was painted over, and is neither gone nor hidden. But you have to make a distinction between a 
scientific petition and an attention-whoring lamentation. I am not interested in a blame campaign against 
Bangladesh, because they are going with the wind and the change. The top story is how the Americans 
reproduced the very same constellation a generation later in the Middle East.”

N: „And you intend your community to understand, consider, evaluate and secure this head-aching 
configuration before telling the public?”

A: „I think by now we are in the approval stage.”

N: „But you want to tell me why it matters for the Rohingya people.”

A: „Any such argument would have to be based on a an introduction why the Middle East matters for Muslim 
people, on qualified comparisons of the circumstances of stateless Muslim people in the Middle East and here 
in East Asia, on the history and current crisis of British and American imperialism there, that is on an enormous
amount of foreign-related knowledge. But when in the Middle East turmoil and propaganda tossing the name 
and image of the Rohingya people is being abused as a prop to represent particular interests in context, that 
brings about resentment here on the ground of the short-cut of blaming the victims for their identity abusers.”

N: „I always expect our audience to take allusions as what they are.”
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A: „By depravity I mean that things are not as they should be. For example, a news writer watches, listens and 
observes reality with his senses and by meaningful human cooperation, and then works with its mind to make 
news stories of it. If that very same writer does no longer work with eyes and ears and humans, but its eyes are 
the surveillance cameras in our squares and its ears are the surveillance microphones in our walls, and its 
buddies are the cyber trolls operated by the surveillance bureaucrats, then its mind ceases to work as well and 
the result is depraved writing. It is just like you would try to mount the head of a donkey on the body of an 
elephant, that creature did not carry any truth.”

N: „Amen. Do you tell me the truth?”

A: „We are requesting to unconditionally shut it down for formally invalid licensing. This will not leave a 
blank. This will considerably ease the irritation against the Rohingya people. This will save our children from 
an undocumented legacy error.”

N: „Which outlet?”

A: „I will not tell you.”

N: „But?”

A: „If you figure out by yourself then you have cracked the award.”

N: „I think I got enough.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Six
Title: Antenna Expert Explains GCR Broadcast Irregularities
Date: Saturday, Sep 2nd 2017
Name: Andy Sonkoro

Content: „This is the long awaited statement on the Twelve Apostles Incident. We decided for this name after 
the navy college school on Guam from which, it was figured out, the internet streaming port request allegedly 
came from, or was relayed to us, that, illegally under our creative commons license, was fed into a military 
antenna grid an ended up as a shrill noosphere dissonance resonating around the planet triggering mayhem and 
disaster. Welcome on Garvey County Radio antenna expert Alex Bourque from Fjord Taggart.”

„Good Morning.”

„Earthquakes, droughts, famines, floods, killer storms in our name. What has happened?”

„Let me begin with the story of the Maldives Musical Guild conference. These people met to figure out among 
professionals of the pleasure of the ear what is the best tsunami warning signal. This happened on the 
background of the Gewindeberg theory on stampedes and acoustic interdependence. How could they warn 
people in such a way that they would not step on each other´s feet in heeding to the warning.”

„Seriously?”
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„First moments matter most. But more to that soon. They could not agree on a ringtone, representing so many 
cultural backgrounds and contexts. Yet they figured out something they had not directly reached for although it 
is of central significance in Gewindeberg´s thoughts, that really mattered for their goal.”

„You tell what.”

„They found that the best step towards higher safety was a bionic delay, that is a phase-off or cut-out of
whatever current signal there is just right now followed by the one second it takes the human spine to realise
for example that its situation has suddenly changed from everything relaxed to being in the middle of a car
crash. After that delay, most ringtones are fine.”

„– – – –”

„Whereas the signal shut-down profile curve might be as steep as a tsunami wave. – – – – Then the 
warning can kick in and start your emergency reflex without you falling over your toes.”

„Fine.”

„I am telling you this in that much detail because the impact of the concerned military antenna activity on the 
noosphere, atmosphere and biosphere is exactly the opposite, set to cause as much unchecked damage as it can, 
not only in terms of belligerent u-boat orders, but upon just as everything else that is being reached easier than 
a submarine.”

„So what happened”

„The Twelve Apostles College of Guam served as a front-end, possibly as a virtual one without the signal 
actually going through Guam, as your program was relayed upon the military occupied airwaves and amplified 
to grotesque proportions. You must remember that this is a deep seawater penetration device built to get text 
messaged into nuclear submarines luring in mad positions. For everything in between it resembled a badly 
exaggerated sound check, in the best case annoying, in the worst destructive.”

„Is there no constitutional safeguard against this abuse?”

„It is especially difficult with constitutions in which such safeguards or phoney substitutes thereof were only 
amended to technical regulations and not established in foundational articles as their self-evident base. But, 
however, this generally should not happen. The mad channel is no toy, no toying around can replace mutual 
assurance. Such abuse categorically must not happen already by the underlying spirit of the document, if any.”

„So it proves apparatchik racket lawlessness?”

„Not only that but also public immaturity. Of course the lawmaking prescribes that the military antennas have 
to shut up for everything except formally approved military orders. But your constitution does not explicitly 
prohibit regime conspiracies from putting themselves above the law and forcing lawmakers to amend 
constitutional articles with fraudulent exceptions under phoney pretexts. The Twelve Apostles Incident belongs 
into that category. It proves that constitutionally, Unitedstates is a failed state. Just like a Christmas tree light 
working as an electric fence is a failed light.”

„Although it shines?”

„That makes it worse than if it was not being put at work, because it might deceive naive folks, plus the shine 
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might not last. Just like some people who were exposed to the distorted military signal have been badly 
confused by their perceptions of remote resemblances of Garvey County Radio patterns in the destructive 
output, although our calculations balancing what went into and what came out of Twelve Apostles School have 
clearly brought the result that is nothing but shallow mimicry without any usable value.”

„Unlike biological mimicry which benefits from the deception, this kind does not. It does not produce a 
competitive challenge for listeners. It is symbolical mimicry with no practical purpose, but only the theoretical 
one of denigrating the original. Mimicry without a practical purpose in natural evolution dies out in the survival
of the best fitting because it is a pointless waste of energy. But not so artificial mimicry. It continues without 
producing a benefit, and in its propaganda form is a pattern alienated from itself.”

„Wow, that is stupid design.”

„Stupid design so stupid that it thinks of itself as exceptionally intelligent. That is how the military output 
pattern puts itself into the context of creationism. In my evaluation, the Twelve Apostles incident is sheer 
blasphemy fallen from its own attempt to put itself above Nature. This form of mimicry in biological terms is 
an indicator of overpopulation.”

„About a year ago, an American Christian teacher there stabbed to death his three minor sons in a religion 
lesson, because the American community is so incestuous that there would be no separation of school and 
family. They had complained in their homework that local ethnic minorities there were totally deprived of their 
native heritage except of a commercially sugar-coated derivative thereof filtered through foreign monopoly 
corporate channels.”

„Their focus was mathematics, one of them blatantly called the native alienation a topological fraud, his father 
imagined he had heard a childish pun on his theological pride and fell into butchery. After their military police 
nabbed the child murderer, the class got a fresh teacher who among other things taught them his predecessor 
had been a Russian secret agent, but no further consequences followed.”

„And we thought we could rely upon the validity of school licenses because the schooling system checks 
itself.”

„Another deep profile case at Twelve Apostles Guam was when a blue-blooded oligarchy sprout, whose father 
worked as military deacon of a bomber unit there, called the current American president a devil on a sock 
buddy network, in an apparent attempt to penetrate both Antiamerican sympathies and these of oligarchy rivals,
and line them up in a mutual zero sum game constellation. The public scandalised the medieval remark without 
even being aware that it confronted the occupier oligarchy at its weakest point.”

„As long as there could be even only a single pupil benefiting from our program we cannot shoot down a 
streaming client on suspicion.”

„I know. It is because you want to be consistent. And if you did so consistently you would put yourself out of 
balance. So when there is no way to tighten the criteria there is no action. In a monopoly-centred topology the 
stochastic advantage mostly is on the side of the monopoly. Stochastically. This is the understanding at which 
the consistency demand comes to challenge the monopoly situation. When such a client appears as human 
shield of a secret military attack it is not the operation, in this case of the broadcast, that is to react, but the 
defence.”

„So what?”
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„Please let me pick up the mimicry aspect in order to lay out what is on the mind of the war criminal closing 
the circuit. The acronym of its job is itself of this form of mimicry, a derivative type of retronym. In this case it
is a parasite of a music instrument. The war criminal is in the delusion it was playing a yankee doodle on all 
our lives, while in fact it is running amok with a dangerous weapon. Which may not be loaded with hot bullets 
just right now, but who knows for sure. The dry run irritation alone is bad enough.”

„Please elaborate.”

„In the street action piece `Bitter Green Townhall´ the evil psychopath walks around a formal reception in a 
town hall with a machine gun of which no one knows whether it holds hard ammunition, and gets into yelling 
matches pointing his gun to random visitors, telling them things like: Do you now accept that I do not want to 
kill you, because if I wanted to I would have used a live bullet just right now, and so forth.”

„Bad craziness.”

„From being threatened, people are being expected to conclude that they were not being threatened, at least not 
as badly as it could be, and to agree with the psychopath continuing to threaten them. That goes on the whole 
time until someone grabs a sharp iron knife and handles it in order to kill the villain with a single stab. The end.
That is the way to go for Twelve Apostles.”

„And you are that someone?”

„No, I tell you how illicit signal multiplication works. Because when you know that it at work then it works a 
bit differently. And when you suspect that it might be at work then you can take a few pre-emptive measures 
with little effort or risk. That is effectively what the author of ´Bitter Green Townhall´ teaches. Only at the first 
superficial glance this great agitprop blueprint is about local deputies yelling at each other over emission 
regulations. At its heart, the work is a pedagogic instruction on the nature of violence.”

„The violence of Nature?”

„No. Nature may be ruthless but never violent. It does not intend to destroy us. We only happen to be in its 
independent ways. On he nature of violence. That is, why do some people intend to destroy us, and how do 
they hide it. Because even these people perceive some remote echo of the self-evident fact that their intent is 
evil, and humanity does not like evil. I have myself played it in many roles and variations on street protests, 
actions and demonstrations to get the hidden violence exposed in time.”

„Give us an example please.”

„Example, Citizen Kare has signed the petition against aircraft pollution. Maybe he thinks controllers are wrong
to operate the runway in overdrive mode, that is with a virtual pre-runway in the air above everyone´s heads. 
Virtual runway means blanket low altitude order instead of specific aircraft climbdown calls. What do you do 
as a greedy conspiracy intending to make Citizen Kare change its mind, when you do not want neighbours 
witnessing you pointing a gun at Citizen Kare?”

„Too stupid! Plain loud! I will continue my argument in a minute.”

„A job offer does not suffice to ring a bell. Observers of the performance learn what an evil conspiracy does in 
such a situation. They drink a decaffeinated coffee. Haha. They serve it to the neighbours. Hahaha. Of course 
not. They do something totally violent but for now take the violence element out of it, as I said. And when 
someone begins taking notice, mix in a few obvious duds to spoil evidence gathering. Like the psychopath in 
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the BGT plot.”

„What happens to Citizen Kare?”

„Citizen Kare steps out of his garden door. In that very moment an expensive car with darkened windows runs 
over the round crossing in view at over-speed. A bit later, Citizen Kare again steps out of his garden door. 
Another significantly insignificant vehicle runs by. Another opening of the door. Another disproportionate 
traffic spike. Again. And again. And likewise. Citizen Kare gets angry at this, and bis neighbours wonder why 
because they might be the next ones happening to drive by if they noticed the coincidence at all. Bad 
confusion.”

„What is it?”

„In the war zone, the death squad is in one car. The co-driver operates the machine gun. In the covert war zone,
the machine gun is exchanged with a second car. When the death squad is redeployed to the war zone, or the 
covert war zone is being upgraded into a war zone, the second car is again being exchanged with a machine 
gun.”

„Uh... don´t death squads need doctors?”

„Theoretically yes. But how do you heal a person who thinks Citizen Kare was getting mad over nothing and 
does not realise that killer rackets are running rampage for flight discounts? You would basically have to take 
the person by the hand and walk them around several corners only to arrive where you have started. Any doctor
is in the situation of standing in frond of a dialysis machine whose doctor interface is defunct as it engine works
on. Yet doctors are used to insisting on a good reason for pulling the plug, not to insisting on a very good 
reason for not pulling the plug.”

„Garvey County Radio didn´t either. Just that a bunch of bloody psychopaths is struggling to get on our track 
does not mean we would change our principles. I want to have their plugs pulled, I think this entire Twelve 
Apostles Affair is a very good reason to do so once and for all. There are morons colliding with us, we are 
right, they are wrong, they have to get out of our way, full stop.”

„I am working to pull that plug. What you can see, like the bystanders in the agitprop, is that no lowering of 
proportionality and appropriateness level is too low for a certain racket of violent psychopaths to avoid clinging
to. From the human standpoint however it is being expected for the evil to loosen its grip once it becomes self-
evident that it is getting the situation nowhere and exhaustion tactics is not an argument.”

„And when the devil doesn´t?”

„Then it has to have its audience taken away. That is what agitprop pieces are being made for. My job is to stay
on track of the racket even when it lets your station off its hook and lures to bite the next one. My job is to 
make sure that Citizen Kare can freely step out of his garden door without fearing to become guilty in the loss 
of innocent human life by means of contributing to the training of snipers and bombers; and I do so by putting 
an appropriate counter-current of noosphere pressure on the antenna grid concerned in order to neutralise and 
eliminate the illegitimate and destructive signal without killing the host with the parasite.”

„What does this mean for our listeners?”

„Reality is always crasser than the crassest story. This includes any BGT staging. We found another remarkable
incident that happened at Twelve Apostles School about a year ago. Well, they decided that they needed a yoga
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teacher, so they hired one. He was from South America, so the security check was tighter than usual. Military 
agents found in his belongings a device they did not understand which was made of various metal and rubber 
parts. They questioned the applicant and he gave the likewise tight answer that it was a precision instrument he 
made in his mechanic training. He still got the job because there are so few candidates, especially at a remote 
military colony like Guam. Not very meditative there, hahaha.”

„And?”

„Of course it was all true. But the North Americans thought it was decoration because he had not mentioned 
what the mechanics teacher had said about its purpose, and once their guessing arrived at their own focus on 
meaningless competition they stopped thinking any further. So when he did his job, and stood for a dissenting 
view, he was cited to the director´s office and confronted in a bully talk suggesting him he should be ashamed 
that he had not donated it to family relatives to glee about it and admire his ranking in a precision 
manufacturing competition. Well, you really shouldn´t say that to a teacher who works to bring you down from 
your competition mania and can afford to do so because his record is immune to sour grapes type slurs.”

„What was it?”

„The teacher fired his employers for unsolicited interference in his family affairs. We are talking about a device
for the clean testing of fire extinguishers. Instead of soiling the room with white powder, you just connect the 
two devices to each other, and can perform a function check that is technically sufficient to provide the 
response reliability necessary to avoid an installation of smoke detectors. Not only did they insist he had to 
teach with a smoke detector above his head, they also failed to understand the technical part because they were 
blinded by their lust for competition.”

„Military colonies seem to be every pupil´s nightmare.”

„From incidents like this you can see the patterns of habits that are behind the signal relaying and distortion 
attack. It is a matter of competition for the sake of itself extending way too far into unfair competition until it 
defeats itself. And maybe I should also chew upon what every mechanic who ever went trough any such 
exercise should know. These devices do not only have a declared purpose. They also have an undeclared one. 
And that is, when an apprentice making them is focussed on the declared purpose he achieves fine results. But 
an apprentice who is merely focussed on working visibly better than the next one to his left or right side will 
produce trash. The hidden purpose of the device is to measure a pupil´s immunity to competitive pressure.”

„And for that, one may happen to get officially questioned at Guam?”

„What the Twelve Apostles Incident has added to the general knowledge of the matter is that it is further proof 
that the North American presence there is a cover for dishonest intentions. If that is the case, as it is now known
to be, then it is no surprise that a yoga teacher with a precision instrument to properly maintain his workplace 
attracts that much effort. I spare you of the irritation inflicted upon the family, although it did not even move to
Guam but remained in South India.”

„To wrap this up, what can we as a local station do to keep the noosphere tidy?”

„You are already providing a valuable contribution by calling me in on your client. I contacted a religion expert
to figure out in which way the use of that name as a front-end of a military multiplication short-cut matters for 
my work to shut down these abusive antennas in the least damaging way. They have been there for too long, so
eventual collateral dependencies upon them must be dissolved with great care. That requires knowledge part of 
which comes from targets choosing to defend themselves. Actually, the most basic part thereof.”
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„The story of the historical twelve apostles is remarkably bizarre. Once he has his peer group assembled, their 
leader is gone. None of the peers can replace him. That is the first alarm sign. The replacement is a renegade 
occupation government official from whose writings it quickly becomes obvious that he has a track record of 
covert hostility against his predecessor. Full alarm. The peer group effectively has suffered a micro-coup, 
because its steep hierarchy was susceptible to it. Then the catastrophe. Of course the occupier drops its former 
tool like a fool, he ends up in prison.”

„From there he writes the most pompous and phoney encouragements to other prisoners you can imagine, 
making them empty promises by the catchphrase, until a better writer of independent background comes up and
publishes a definitive end to the twelve apostles story. Ironically, that number is a bookmark on earlier scripture
which says precisely the opposite of the bloody renegade replacement. The expert also told me that any 
government renegade switching to opposition side, especially so when from high ego profile to high ego 
profile, brings with it serious whitewashing issues that could poison opposition activity over long times. Bigots 
might mistake them as a blank cheque for sinning. That is the case here.”

„So much for bad vibrations. – – – – And now, for some good ones.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven
Title: Transition Administrator Rolls Out Agenda
Date: Sun, Sept 24th 2017
Name: Gudrun Laurence

Content: This is the translation of the presentation given by Grimmelshausen at the Castra Regina Conference 
for Dis-Occupation.

„Good evening. In the napalm inferno of twentieth century anti-communist genocide there was a wisdom: 
When a comrade is joking that you are only taking a walk to prove to yourself that the weather was nice, do not
rely upon it in emergency, or else your safety will be its bargaining chip. Under high pressure, moronic 
ignorance may suddenly turn into bottomless fear and aggression. In the napalm rain, the resistance movement 
hence eradicated both for the purpose of its own unbroken survival. In the climate crisis, we need just that spirit
plus a fine understanding of the circumstances and conditions that have brought about the climate of fear and 
self-intimidation.”

„The task ahead is great and much delayed, the transition of the nuclear hotline into a climate-proof grass-roots 
communication tool. In other words, the internet as we experience it today with its clingy alienation from its 
open protocols and its encapsulated monopoly business whores is half way into the wrong direction, though as 
a finite planet´s border-less network it should be able to expand into any direction without going wrong–and 
yet it did. Does. Did. Hopefully soon. I quote to you the koan Gralis told when asked how he would explain the
internet to Macchiavelli.”

„Quote. King Red walked through the forest, found inspiration to decorate his veteran fighters with oak leaves, 
and did so. King Blue on the other side of the Silk Road sees it, orders oak leaves to be cut according to his 
demand and celebrates his ones. What does that mean for the traffic? Unquote. You see, the current internet can
be surrounded with just a few words, provided that you know its origins. Let me therefore, before I get on the 
online issue, on the line, hahaha, give you an example of the problem situation as it was at the start of the 
internet. This will give the best comparison to see what has changed from that technological change since 
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then.”

„For a further dimension of contrast, we are looking at a circumstance that has not changed over the time. In 
this case it is the Unitedstates urge to pressure vassals to set up reserve armies and act as if they were sovereign
although any move of their authorities is being externally manipulated. This pressure may be understandable 
from a false alarmist point of view, but it definitely becomes unhealthy when it brings about a ´Greek Solution´.
Whereas the term solution is subtle irony, because it failed to make problems truly obsolete, despite it worked 
as a phoney pretext to discard alternatives as obsolete.”

„In Greece in 1953 Unitedstates as an occupier pressured the nation rebuilding effort into vassal armament 
before it had progressed far enough to have established a non-implicated Supreme Court, with the sad result 
that the implicated one banned from the ballot sheet the political party which had openly objected that pressure,
and thereby put a toxic asset upon the fresh Greek constitution that is still there. Today most Greek people feel 
about their legal system like a renowned sculpture with a don´t touch sign someone has thrown dirt at they 
cannot remove without covering this short-minded sign first.”

„You don´t see tanks rolling the streets and camera bots trolling the air as in Palestine, but the deep effect of 
occupation is the same: When the nation state cannot obtain uncensored choice, how can the state citizen? If the
state is militarised before checks and balances have been established, how can the individual protect itself 
against being marketed before obtaining justice? For the Greek people, the standing answer is the Resolution of
the Commune, such as the Palestinians have theirs. Rather than doing things in a false order that would 
permanently spoil results, it is time to assert sovereignty above the state of vassal-rule-damaged democracy and
its corrupted ideology.”

„If the individual cannot obtain justice before picking up tasks that direly require it then there is no chance of 
redemption, then there is hell on Earth. Then civilisation from the cosmological point of view is a distortion 
and an aberration. Then states without proper checks and balances do force these individuals with the most 
durable checks and balances to have their moral level squeezed down to that of the vassal state due to a false 
priority of association over quality, and before they can help they die. In the end, without people freely 
developing their own checks and balances there is no freedom under any constitution whatever the wording.”

„When you add the known communication technology to that, it becomes significant that most people on the 
internet are not aware of this because in regard to that they rely upon someone else on the internet. Once there 
is a lack of people online who are singe-handedly footed in historical reality the internet community narrative is
like a vehicle without navigation, blindly relying upon robots lacking human consciousness. One reason why it 
has become an issue is that this already is so. The internet currently is mostly headless. At the same time, it is 
proselytising resp. preying upon people to discard their own heads for it, promising replacement it cannot 
keep.”

„The task ahead of us is to heal this agglomeration threatening the existence of our culture. It is to be dissolved 
with the greatest care in order to make something of it that cannot be supervised. The usury cesspool of the 
internet economy is to be decartelised. The result will be more safety, higher content and less traffic. The basic 
functions so many have hopelessly become dependent upon will be transferred back on the elementary protocol
level where anyone can propose a standard in a Request For Comments until it reaches no more comment 
quality and keeps standing, and the result will be decentralised services and servers.”

„Proprietary agglomerations of technical and administrative powers in the same hands are to be broken down to
open standards. Then communities can grow in structures that do not make them colonies of perspective, and 
markets can grow without being inflammable by collateral usurious interest. In fact what is necessary is a total 
allocation reform of the quote Silicon Valley unquote cartel racket. These cartels are merely the front-end of an 
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usury economy that works like in the high-profile example of the Sanders Engineer Works–in this newest-
generation industrial settlement, most employees did not even know of each other´s task, let off of the common 
product, and a sloppy attitude on either was prevailing corporate culture until a Chinese investor lured the 
Engineer Works into sudden bankruptcy.”

„The current household names dominating the totalitarian internet will be as obsolete as these from a decade 
ago are now. Only a hotline open to every inhabitant of the planet can be a tool against the climate impact of 
possible thermonuclear war. And only a clear turn from revenue-oriented economy to resource-oriented 
economy can enable it free from usury. The heartless commercial deformation is not to become more smooth or
more transparent but to go away in its entirety. The old protocols have only become uninhabitable because they
were deliberately drowned with a toxic mix of revenue tax money and superuser privileges; and the proprietary 
services are not better but only more compartmentalised to arrange with the abuse as it is, but now have 
become obstacles to changing that situation to the better. Because the monopoly steals all the loose ends in the 
market despite it remains helpless with them, its configuration lacks alternatives.”

„With monopolies tending to get absorbed by military-industrial complexes these cartels are turning the hotline 
into an instrument of occupation, and that is illegitimate both in terms of human rights and nuclear safety. The 
nuclear arsenals and the hotline infrastructure must not be in the same hands. And these who have broken that 
rule must not control either until their breach is healed. The internet must be an autonomous force against all 
the thermonuclear powers to be equal before the law of cause and consequence. Especially Unitedstates must 
not have either after all they did. The toxic cartels are to be broken up into freely associating local entities not 
only in the repressed interest of these held hostage by them, but also in the open interest of these skilled enough
to avoid them.”

„I will not come up with details of specific accusations. Toxic means the deliberate proliferation of false 
rumours, and in the monopoly configuration these are too ubiquitous to mention. But if Aun San Su Ki can 
boycott Unitednations for being mistaken for another nation´s corrupt foreign secretary notorious for his 
entanglement in nuclear proliferation, just because they are alphabet neighbours, then you can pull the plug as 
well. If you are watching this as a recording I now recommend you to press the pause button, and read up the 
three examples of internet news messages provided in this lecture, and once you have done so come back to 
this point. Footage pause. ––––”

„First. Traffic Cops Catch Venezuelan Agents by Theres Tibbets on Sat, Sept 16th 2017–They were waiting 
for their share in illegal immigrants from the Mexican border to drive into the refill station. But this time it was 
no over-packed old van with the usual list of operational defects–instead a suspicious limousine with what 
appeared to be a mockery of a police sign in the back window creeped in. Officers John Thomasmann and 
Howard Garibaldi from Carrizozo County, Texas went for it and each received gubernatorial medals for their 
haul, a pair of Venezuelan spies caught red-handed in hitchhunting on a major highway.”

„What had lifted their suspicion over the trigger line was what they saw next. With a little delay, just enough to
make everyone realise that it was unrelated, a truck drove in, and a hitchhiker left the vehicle close by, with 
both then moving on. The two officers decided to check the sign because it appeared as if it was meant to relate
to something unrelated, although obviously it was only a tourist souvenir from Italy. It turned out that inside the
vehicle there were two Venezuelan agents who had intended to lure a hitchhiker in the middle of the traffic 
flow to change into their car.”

„Hitchhunting as an espionage activity has experienced significant setbacks, elaborates Dr. Max Boxcutter of 
Carrizozo Motorway Hospital, as many hitchhikers signed Decrees of Exemption that ban hitchhunters from 
taking them. The ban works through the voluntary abstention from emergency first aid access for hitchhunting 
situations in order to create a mutual incentive to avoid them, just like Jehovah´s Witnesses do in their first aid 
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protocols, only tailored to the needs of hitchhikers. Dr. Boxcutter stressed that what angered hitchhunters most 
in regard to Decrees of Exemption was an extra feature that would allow everyone else in the situation to 
spontaneously adopt the terms for themselves by means of mutual empowerment after an accident had 
happened, which the Watchtower Society with its centralised management does not provide.”

„The Watchtower Society is not aware that in freedom watchtowers must not work like cattle food towers but 
like water towers – the capacity of the reservoir matters much more than the diameter of the pipe. Where it is 
otherwise, water reservoirs do not require towers. The open first aid ban, Dr. Boxcutter said, is a legitimate 
means to root out hitchhunting by naming its visible destination. That it is right can be seen from the fact that 
hitchhunters after being discarded as what they are, attempt to remain in proximity of a target for no other 
purpose than provoking an accident to undermine their first aid ban.”

„Since the hitchhunters could not be arrested for any specific crime, as current legislation is not yet up to the 
situation, in replacement they were hospitalised for insanity. Dr. Boxcutter said the intent to provoke an 
accident as to appear to be helping others after it has happened, and the pursuit of deliberately doing so against 
the declared will of the targets, which was declared for the obvious purpose of raising avoidance, was no other 
than in a recent case of a hospital nurse abusing heart medication on helpless patients in Alaska.”

„He added that another aspect of the insanity of the caught agents was that their approach would not even work
in principle, since most hitchhikers are used to think of the Italian mafia once they hear an Italian name such as 
Venice. Probably not only from their training, but also from cultural associations bundled in that name they had
more or less unconsciously emulated the mafia pattern of protecting their targets against themselves.”

„The psychiatrist closed with the remark that probably just because overly expensive and trashy public facilities
are rightly associated with mafia administration, the criminal psychopaths were carrying a customer petition 
complaining against these nuisances, which they offered to targets for signing. When they got such a signature, 
they would then point to a phoney Freedom of Information Act reference making the pathetic claim they had 
signed a treating making themselves their customers. Although absurd under the law. Dr. Boxcutter said, this 
brazen fraud was designed to knock out people with a firm urge to avoid fallacies but too inexperienced or tired
of legal twists.”

„Two. Unitedstates Clinically Insane: Maduro by Jesus Artiom on Wed, Sept 20th 2017 – If Unitedstates 
President Trump was a Venezuelan citizen, the trade-war-strained country´s President said on national 
television today, he would be classified as clinically insane not so much for his self-made personality, but for 
the policies he represents. Maduro stressed that the diagnosis was deeper than an election cycle.”

„One example of it is the USEPA fraud scandal. There it turned out that car emission limits were too high for 
occasionally tightened weather conditions and that measurement procedures were too modular to grasp 
parameter variability. Nevertheless Unitedstates went after manufacturers who slightly exceeded these limits 
like a corrupt county administration would go after drivers who slightly exceeded a speed limit just above the 
measurement device´s technical tolerance. A non-corrupt one might conclude that sin a specific situation the 
purpose of the speed limit is to lower accident frequency was still adhered to. But not so Unitedstates whose 
judges concluded that a few more percent increase on top of a long time legally commissioned toxic output 
would literally break the camel´s back.”

„The health risk variation resulting from the limit violation is only a tiny share of the health risk inflicted by 
inconsistent regulation, and hence all but a consistent stand-alone accusation. Rather the so-called nitrogenic 
oxide scandal is the result of an attempt to fabricate a phoney environmental issue by means of astroturf tactics.
While it may be a preferred temptation to imagine malfunctions could be shamed and bullied into good work 
on bad conditions, from the climate viewpoint it is an entirely absurd idea. When the climate escapes 
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mathematical modelling the calculation is not good enough, period. All that loaded crisis talk is just phoney 
ideological bulk.”

„The accusation is grossly inconsistent, which becomes self-evident on the background that any human rights 
inspection looking into an Unitedstates prison would be empowered to punish any procedural adjustment to 
their observation. If the rest of the world is going to hold Unitedstates to the standard it reclaimed against 
others in the USEPA fraud then given the prison population values and ranking there is an awful lot to do.”

„What makes the absurd accusation an indication of bad craziness, Maduro stressed, was its driving by an 
intent of distraction. The phoney claims on the worst element of the external effects of street traffic were 
produced as a mere distraction from a severe abuse of traffic as a cover for bureaucratically organised stalking 
of opposition forces in which the output of the exhaust opening was only the most obviously lethal element. In 
other words, if the stalkers were in fact truly convinced that their behaviour was not lethally dangerous they 
would not be distorting the proportions.”

„It is crazy, he said, because they cannot consistently want to be held to that standard, but they do not see this 
gross contradiction because they are totally thrilled by their fraudulent intent. The inconsistency reveals what 
they are distracting from–their disrespect of our lives, and the risks and threats resulting thereof. Maduro 
explained that the dialectic foundation of his argument was a Pyongyang court verdict of 1953 condemning the 
Mossadegh coup and its underlying theory, the so-called window of opportunity theory, as insane.”

„According to the verdict, the window of opportunity was intentionally left open by Hitler in his bunker 
complex where he hid it behind a door with a trench nostalgia sign. Whenever there was a rival, he let him 
show his respect for a while until he staged a nonsensical conflict only to call in authorities and have the rival 
pronounced insane for ignoring the window of opportunity. Then came the Enigma scandal where the British 
broke into the German military command chain code and kept lurking.”

„Hitler´s joke, actually a kind of clownish behaviour straight out of the poison gas artillery trench, where he 
had grown up, became reality, the spear was turned and Hitler, or the trench he came from, was insane. Biting 
into the neck of the British were the Americans, and in theirs the Arabs, with the Mossadegh coup being the 
first big systematic effort to deliberately exploit one or several windows of opportunity for illicit regime 
change. Inside Unitedstates however it were the disillusioned Korean war veterans whom institutional blame 
was laid upon.”

„Three. Love Letter To A Barrel Bomb Precedes Earthquake by Gerhard Diels on Fri, Sept 22th 2017–It is 
describing itself as a poem, but it lacks any of the sense of greatness that is peculiar to poetry among arena or 
market catchphrases and anything else that wraps, rhymes and stays short. The strange love letter bears the title 
Ode To A Barrel Bomb and the author pseudonym Ma Ninla and contains what often is being described as 
hysterical gibberish or distorted hogwash enriched with technical details of the explosive device. `Barrel Bomb 
You Saved My Afternoon´ is a typical example.”

„`When you are in a hole, stop digging´ is a typical reviewer response to the planeload of pathetic rhetoric 
suggesting that Ma Ninla or whoever has stepped upon that name was obsessed with an effort of not only 
belittling the malicious effects of the bomb on people exposed to it, but blatantly lying that these bombs 
actually had beneficial effects. A television host asked to present it on his defence technology marketing show 
is said to have been the first person to describe the content as ´poetry in the same sense as a barrel bomb is a 
household device.´ Not really.”

„Technically, the barrel bomb requires a helicopter as a carrier system to deliver it over the target, where it is 
being dropped out of blue sky to cause crass fear, awful shocks and multidirectional panic, besides vast 
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material destruction. Nevertheless, the so-called love letter takes the effort to mention one technicality after 
another, quicker than its readers may look them up for verification, only to heap devotional praise upon this or 
that detail, such as the fine design of the shrapnel pieces and the symbolic wisdom expressed thereby, or the 
full and convenient sound quality of the blast ensured thereby.”

„The weapons market showmaster added that he would not read out the `love letter´s´ text as it due to its 
ignorant perspective was of the same effect upon victims reaching out for empathy as the explosive itself. `I 
never tried out anything of the assortment on air, and so may it remain in this framework for the rest of its 
time.´ The text was broadcast nevertheless as a commercial advertising break commissioned by the broadcasters
shareholder consortium, with the result of the recent Central American Earthquake. `If we still were in the Dark
Age when earthquakes bore name as if they were individuals it would be clear how this one would be called´ 
Justin Smith later texted on the internet after he had finished his presentation without any `breaking news´ 
interruption, because his staff followed sharp instructions that in the proximity of weapons no pun was to be 
intended.”

„Currently there is no evidence of the broadcast having been relayed upon military circuits intended for such 
effects, but that may be a matter of present obstacles in the way of obtaining it, not its principal availability in 
the places where it is generated. Psychiatrists argue that the so-called `love letter´ is an expression of what is 
traditionally being called a ´Stockholm Syndrome´ or hostage mentality, only with the fixation not being 
anchored in an opponent but in a weapon. Besides that there is the rule of mirror, that is if the claim of crime is 
being called outlandish and the claim is true then it means that the criminal is just that. Nevertheless, some 
secular communities appeared shocked by a major secular voice agreeing with a finding originating with 
fundamentalist fringe program Radio Margia.”

„––––Footage continue. I leave it to you to consider and conclude the truth of these three. The 
explanation that the information monopolies are the front ends of a totalitarian state contradicting the network´s
underlying concept of free association leaves no room for hope, hence it is perceived as an inconvenient truth. 
However, it is of vital necessity for the survival of mankind that the totalitarian state is being understood by 
people as what it is before it gets on their track and serves them its daily death threat and sham assassination in 
form of a criminal racket residing like a parasite within the state official caste.”

„The totalitarian state is characterised by the fact that besides various kinds of officials with meaningful tasks 
there is a sub-group with tasks so meaningless that they are strictly avoided as references, and like soap in the 
soup they poison the entire pot. The monopoly pattern displayed on the internet is akin to an image showing the
effects of such false organisation. Next, market forces take the role of ego rulers. In totalitarianism, conspiracy 
is no mere hypothesis but a proven charge, and theories thereof often remain vague sketches of its perpetrators. 
Once it is being realised that this parasitic aberration is a symptom of overpopulation and that the 
appropriateness judgement context for its removal consists of the entire human impact of the climate crisis, the 
fear of self-defence is enabled to cease.”

„But what comes next after the removal of the parasite in order to ensure that any further disruption of its host 
is strictly being avoided? Recovery is the art of the right way of not doing anything. This is by the way why I 
took a rest after writing down that sentence in the manuscript preparing this meeting. It is an insight worth to 
meditate upon: The removal of the parasite caste harboured by the democratic state and the transformation of 
the hotline internet phenomenon into a realm of free association are two offshoots of the same root.”

„The irony here is that terrorism, which totalitarianism eagerly takes as its pretext, is a mere caricature of the 
latter focussing the microscope directly on its dehumanising intent. If there was no dehumanising intent in 
totalitarianism there would be no terrorist threat. It is no chicken-and-egg but a lighting-and-thunder 
constellation. The dehumanising perspective becomes obvious when it is being considered that once the 
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totalitarian system has established itself, market forces may take the role of ego rulers, and in totalitarianism 
markets are not being contained by anything else than personality cults, if any.”

„These three components, unregulated market forces, lack of true freedom due to the existence of a parasite 
caste, and the crumbling of traditional personalities in fresh crisis, make a dangerous constellation of a 
leadership vacuum opening up to be filled with toxic influence. The current deformation of the internet is being
expressed in the iconic photograph currently being passed around, originating with Chinese state media and 
showing a view of an Evangelical church in Hongkong, with an overflowing trash can standing in the entrance 
like a baptism bowl.”

„The Chinese communists allowed these in during the mid-1980s following Eastern European communists, 
whose line they deviated from only a few years later, with Global Times now arguing that Erich Honecker 
made a bad mistake when his state security cabinet ignored that some thereof were entangled in vested interests
with the COCOM sanctions bureaucracy, which he dearly paid for a few years later. Internet users tend to see 
in it not only a mismanaged diaspora offshoot in a banking bubble, but a parable for the situation of any of the 
huge monopoly portals occupied with their respective spam piles.”

„Plus, from the internationalist communist viewpoint looking down on the branch of Mao, the tragedy of 
reciprocal accumulation; but since Lenin we know that the communist revolution ignites first not where Marx 
expected it, unless it is being expected everywhere, then it openly becomes a matter of political will, because it 
has to work against a will-finding malfunction, an instance of scalable stupidity. And Bauer directly opposes 
Marx in this point, arguing that Marx was right to hold up a self-evident targeting to get the truth through the 
censorship.”

„The truth is that the masses rise up there where demographic malfunction has materialised in between wishes 
to bring about children and childbirths. In that discrepancy, the collective childhood wish of mankind tends to 
be in closer reach than any of the conventional arrangements. Of course it matters whether the masses then 
profoundly understand their situation or whether they get cordoned by state security in their own scalable 
stupidity, but unlike Marx Lenin was not in a situation to be able to reach at root causes. Maybe if Luxemburg 
and Liebknecht had been successful and Europe therefore come on a different course.”

„Bauer argues that revolutionary situations are instances of the law of proportionality of wish respect and birth 
rate, namely when these deserving themselves the most respect in the situation are these who have zero wishes 
for offspring and therefore the capability to handle the second most important thing in life as what it is even 
under the most flawed circumstances. As a man I respect each woman according to her merits. And since much
more per capita effort is being wasted by women to seduce men than by men to rape women, I understand that 
the masses are too important to be left to feminist lore. Demographic malfunction is part and parcel of the 
climate crisis.”

„Demographic malfunction is contained in the internet monopolies. These surplus generations hardly know of 
alternatives, or find them demonised by their mentors, and of course cannot be forced into literacy at gunpoint. 
They need a broad idea how the transfer of their identity presentations into a decartelised network will be 
organised and what kind of change the newly won freedom is going to bring about for their internet use, when 
for example suddenly album profiles are being relocated to local servers whose service provider is independent 
from the authority issuing the access rights, and goods go into location- or purpose-specific exchange pools 
independent from global usury rackets.”

„If you imagine a computer technician went to live in a cave before the internet and now came out to 
understand it, he would find that it was designed to have checks and balances but they were not even being 
installed in the first place and everything is encapsulated in corporate domains such as relay chat in a portal 
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web page and the like trash. This engineer would rightfully conclude that idiot rule has prevailed over common 
sense and go back to sleep for some more generations. But we cannot wait that long because natural caves have
become scarce.”

„We have to defeat  the mad state that  is  attempting to drag us into its  ruin,  liquidate the monopolies by
shrinking them down to what they have become against us, eliminate the parasite caste in a singular strike and
root out its toxic legacy once and for all, dismantle terror state and war economy, neutralise all configurations it
made in our abuse, and establish the circumstances of free life in all meanings of the word, all under the insight
that it does not help to merely prepare the next generation to do it because the planet cannot wait that long. So
many things that cannot possibly go well under capitalism cannot wait until  the parasite caste has died of
natural causes. And by that I mean death as an entity, which under good conditions may even be taking place
without executions.”

„We need the best possible political analysis of the society in order to determine which measures can be taken 
to reduce the number of executions to be pursued to make the rest of the perpetrators renounce in advance as 
closely as possible to zero. In principle, it is possible for the respective current head of the unelected terror state
and parasite caste to publicly correct itself any moment, and unconditionally surrender to its nominally 
anonymous legal opponent, without negotiating terms. The latter is essential because within asymmetric abuse 
there is no symmetric negotiation, and when the winner takes it all [has been the battle cry of the oppressor 
before its defeat then] the winner takes it all.”

„It may appear aggressive to some to talk of death where it was not been seen before, but from a child´s 
viewpoint the wolf in the sheepskin is worse than the obvious wolf, and totalitarianism in the disguise of 
democracy does not come as a little animal but like a big big oversize sheep that does not fit into the food circle
either. The occupation soldier cannot touch our midst where the inevitable is confronted with sovereignty, 
reliability and respect.”

„Last but not least the breakdown of the information monopolies–a phenomenon not unique to the internet age
–is necessary to liberate these held hostage by them from their illusions. The trash photograph triggers 
feelings of humour because it alludes to a wisdom too broad to become directly visible in such a small frame: 
Imperialism is a paper tiger, or as Bauer put it, the information monopoly is the last stage of imperialism. 
Today that means, because imperialism is the driving force of the climate crisis, it means, the deconstruction of 
the information monopoly occupying the thermonuclear hotline is mankind´s last best hope to escape the 
looming climate lag. It is no coincidence that capitalist surrogate media come from these countries with the 
worst prison industries. To set the masses of cyber captives free, the dismantling of these monopolies is to be 
implemented as a model demonstration for the coming dismantling of the totalitarian state of democracy. Then 
the toxic legacy can expire without restart.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Eight
Title: Historical ND Compromise Proposal Unveiled
Date: Sat Nov 4th, 2017
Name: Alois Stoertebeker

Content: The good news: It stands for itself.

Ramsay: „You have talked to all the relevant nuclear powers outside of the exclusive cartel and news are 
pouring in ahead of you that you bring a compromise. Please let everyone know.”

Abgar: „Unitednations Security Council is not fully characterised by this description. Morally yes, take a 
precedent from Christian Catholic history. Between the reformation schism and the world war the European 
kings had a veto over the Cardinal Assembly selecting the Catholic pope called ius exclusiva. Practically but 
not formally it was tied to armies of mass destruction and only made obsolete by horses becoming obsolete in 
the military. Effectively for these thirteen, fourteen generations the popes were selected by horses. Before that 
they were selected by monks, in the best case, and thereafter by tanks, air planes and missiles. The rest of the 
world suffered, and is still suffering, immense collateral damage from the hippocracy, that is ancient Greek like
democracy, and its colonialism. Today´s iron and silicon horses are no better rulers.”

Ramsay: „But who is then?”

Abgar: „Only because you ask. Supreme Ayatollah Khomeini of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, as Persia 
adjusted its name to its historical focus, was the first to pick up the problem after veto privileges changed hands
and additional nuclear powers came up in the 1970s. The clerical leadership of the Islamic Republic sets the 
Catholic papacy´s flaw right; because there it is the Shia pope, if you will, who selects the kings, that is 
electoral candidates, as they are being called these days. And Khomeini does it just after the Catholic papacy 
falls to cyber war, to passive acoustic terror inside its diplomatically sovereign realm, and bears no last best 
hope no more.”

Ramsay: „And so does the exclusive cartel?”

Abgar: „Absolutely. It even had Taiwan with a veto replaced by mainland China. I talked to diplomats of all 
the non-founding member states with nuclear bombs: That is, China, India, Pakistan and Korea, but not South 
Africa, because it has abolished and not Israel because it was founded by the cartel, giving the term founding 
member a second meaning. For the purpose of nuclear disarmament Israel can be treated as an appendix of 
Unitedstates, because re-establishing the victims of Rome and re-enacting the wrongs of Rome are 
contradictory aims, as the Russians understood after they were implicated in it, so they emulated Rome some 
more in central Europe, which Unitedstates subsequently did not like, point taken. And to Iran, which is not 
nuclear armed but target of suspicion thereof and actively defending itself against it. An absurd suspicion by the
way, because as I said they are aiming at something higher than a nuclear arsenal, which is spiritual leadership; 
and just that Unitedstates, and Israel, pursue contradictory aims does not mean they were in a position to 
suspect anyone else of being like themselves.”

Ramsay: „So what is the compromise?”

Abgar: „Everyone wants Unitedstates to disarm first. Unitedstates wants everyone else to disarm first. How can
you think of a compromise? That is absurd. One side is right and the other is wrong. Which is it? Which side 
has never used nuclear bombs in combat and which has? With radiation there is no compromise. Either there is 
radiation or there is life. Period. Compromise is a bureaucracy phrase for these who have not fully thought 
through their views. Compromise is for raw ideas. But for mature ideas there is no compromise. Either they are 
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right or wrong, or they are not ripe yet. My stance on compromise is like the Iranian stance on nuclear bombs: I
am not interested in it. But I could draw one up for you just to prove to you why it is a bad idea to ask for it.”

Ramsay: „Show me.”

Abgar: „The compromise between total disarmament and business as usual is let´s amend each nuclear bomb to
the Unitedstates constitution individually. This means that the First and Second Amendments will have to 
remain permanently vacant because they were dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. That, the Americans are 
indicating to us through their efforts, would be precisely what they need. Then there are going to be some ten 
thousand amendments, probably more, because numbers are not to be reused. In case an unexploded bomb is 
being disassembled the number remains vacant as well. Upgrades increase the count because they need fresh 
numbers. The respective amendment has to specifically justify the specific purpose of the particular bomb, 
considering its peculiar qualities. You may change the wording to change a bomb´s location or employment.”

Ramsay: „Crass. But just. Give me a crass argument against the nuclear veto.”

Abgar: „You don´t need to look at colonialism to see the ius exclusiva´s collateral damage. The schism war did 
never end because their veto privilege over the Cardinal Assembly enabled the European kings to hunger out 
rebellion. Or in other words, the proper way for rebellion to succeed by convincing the religious leadership of 
its necessity in principle over the legacy heads of state is barred, bringing about all forms of complications. 
And I will add yet another crass argument for free – against zero hedge. If you think the tactic of the scorched
oil fields in the late 20th century was bad, zero hedge is just that without the smokescreen, which is the same, 
effectively, from the future generations´ perspective. And if in addition to the fossil impact the nuclear bombs 
will be exploded as well then it is akin to dropping nukes on oil wells. Unusable for our grandchildren even 
when not spent. You don´t need to look at global market made famines to see the zero hedge´s collateral 
damage.”

Ramsay: „But the nuclear veto is not zero hedge?”

Abgar: „If the veto is a club then zero hedge is a knife. Zero hedge is what turns conventional investment into a
conventional weapon, whose effect is deterred and contained by the technically unlimited financing promised 
by the tactic. The madness is that these tactics currently are actually being pursued. Hence I add a safeguard 
just in case anyone might in fact want to implement the compromise instead of taking it as a thought 
experiment illustrating the absurdity of the demand. Well, the culture has to disarm completely, then undergo a 
triple-checked cooling period to ensure the underlying impulse is really gone, and only then we begin amending
new ones. Until the issue has been settled between all their generations they will either have to live with a 
constitution with some tens of thousands of spent amendments, or start a fresh one altogether. As I said, 
compromises are for people who have not thought through their own ideas.”

Ramsay: „Why?”

Abgar: „Whatever you do, you should know why you are doing precisely this and not that or else. It is not 
required that others know but you should for yourself. Like in traffic when you do not know where you want to
go but follow someone else without their intent then you are a risk. Because if everyone did it would be the 
play-book scenario of a stampede. Traffic does not work by compromise but by transparent balancing of 
interests. Compromise only is a likelihood peak of crash. You can even learn this from your opponents. For 
example, consider what Slobodan Milosevic said about the cultural revolution in Europe in the last third of the 
last century, on the background of getting aware of the loss of species, peak empire and climate warming –
what the American occupation that had come under the pretext of keeping down just these wrongs of their 
fathers these youth movements were revolting against did to the cultural revolution in Europe was, it pulled the 
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plug of the aquarium just when the revolutionaries were moving among the people like fish in the water. Why? 
Because they had failed to turn it into a population depending upon air conditioning with their hand on the 
switch. Their hand mattered more to them than our lives, so they put it on the plug rather than into their 
pocket.”

Ramsay: „And everyone got compromised. As to the handling, so what?”

Abgar: „Cultural revolutions go high density when they want to, not when somebody wants to make them for 
particular interests. There is no imaginable compromise over that, let a thousand flowers blossom, period, rather
than grab for their fame, full stop. I think what this teaches as a whole is that the principle of equality before 
the law requires to be redefined. We must not put equal law with penal code. What is right and what is wrong is
one thing and how mishandling these is to be handled another. Penal instructions can be separated from the law
and tied to privilege assignments. For example, death penalty for government officials, only, enables us to 
abolish prison. Or forfeit of personality rights for doctors, only, enables us to extinguish systematic and 
systemic abuses. Sharia against botanic splatter freaks, as the Bible says, he who reaches for the sword dies by 
the sword, is the exit from the environmental crisis. All these are not compromises but fully thought out ideas.”

Ramsay: „Why must Unitedstates disarm first?”

Abgar: „This is self-evident from what it is doing in the world. If I were messing up your affairs like that you 
would slice my throat with a good conscience. But I can´t simply because I do not have a government apparatus
with a vast number of nonsense loyalists at my hands. So when empire is stalking you with anything as close to
a death threat you can get without pronouncing it, what is it? Wasted effort. Of course, since it is illogical in 
concept. But as what appears it? To anyone, it is inexplicable configuration either below or above normalcy 
threshold. It rattles this threshold, to repeat the point. There may as a result be more noise than normal, but 
whether that is so depends on stochastic assumptions with a variability of uncertainty, making it extremely 
difficult for critical perception to build up a plausible argument without leaning on a myriad of details as 
loosely connected to each other as a sandbank. To the target however, it appears as evidence of theft. Modern 
primitives, not in the sense of harmony with Nature, but in the sense of mental inferiority to the human 
ambition, are manically imitating what they have stolen, presumably by a hallucination that we might like them
for doing wrong to us.”

Ramsay: „That is absurd. Intimidation is an infectious disease.”

Abgar: „Even among small populations without much technology, but all the more so in mass societies 
depending upon unjust markets. Unitedstates is spam that is evidence of theft, worse than worthless, a criminal 
waste of efforts. Maybe they imagine we would admire fraud and fall to it if only it appears to be ready to pay 
lip service to us. This requires opposition and change as a matter of principle. The good news is that moron 
immunity once established in prototype may multiply as well in its own ways. What I want everyone to 
understand is the fundamental flaw of these death threats. They are in a way quite helpless, because they can 
never escape their central contradiction. What do you make of a contradictory death threat? You disassemble it.
For anyone else, it is spam. For a target, it is evidence of data crime, containing theft derivatives. This makes it 
entirely useless, even as a marker. That means it is even worse than suicide terrorism.”

Ramsay: „Why?”

Abgar: „Suicide terrorism may be a marker. Think of those fake accidents. They are the blowback of botched 
Unitedstates spying agency attempts. Somewhere a bunch of yankee eggheads received bloody noses – so to 
speak – and the fake accident on their streets is the mugshot thereof. Or the car bomb against the journalist 
just when another journalist on the other side of the Earth scratches its head wondering what in that death threat
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is real and what is not. But the targeted stalking by covert death squads, by the illegitimate appendix of the 
democratic state, by monopoly parasites, is not even worth anything as a marker. When we collect evidence of 
theft, it is not as if we were collecting money revenues, the more the better. Absolutely not. It is like collecting 
firewood – the less will best suffice the purpose to start and keep going a fire that produces the desired heat in
the desired place with the fewest possible smoke, burnings and other side effects the better. Collecting firewood
means you pick far less than it all. I pick an appropriate mix of species and sizes, at flammable drying 
condition and only add wet and thorny stuff when the fire is hot enough to raise the heat to make it entirely 
flammable. With wet evidence only, you may only produce a huge smokescreen but not start a proper meal. All
these approaches soaked in their blatant hypocrisy will only be processed after we have increased the heat 
sufficiently enough to achieve our own saturation from its use.”

Ramsay: „Against the totalitarian psychopath racket it helps to rule the fire?”

Abgar: „Definitely. You must rule the fire to survive. You must get to know how to handle the most elementary
form of technology to understand the deep effects of all technology. Even the old books recommend to at least 
revere it as a ritual. The world is in flames and needs to be rescued by extinction with the least collateral 
damage. If you learn to rule the fire and use it to survive the overkill you have the chance to achieve more 
against the climate catastrophe than if you abstain from fire for the price of total dependency upon civilisation. 
Well, if you can do what is not for everyone and make something of it. Only the successful handling of the fire 
provides true independence, both from others and from the blowback of the fire ruling you. I say that to make 
clear that humanity needs some people for that skill, as it always did. And by that I mean positively rule it, not 
just negatively, although the former requires the latter as a balance to escape failure.”

Ramsay: „Do you have a comment on the climate movement?”

Abgar: „Yes. What I said. Plus, realise that you are in a two front war. This is no serious problem when you 
understand the difference of Hitler and Stalin. Stalin ruled two fronts and won. What are the two fronts of the 
climate movement? First, its direct opponents, the lobbyists, industrialists, banksters, the liars and deniers, all 
those too big to board the lifeboats, so to speak. Second, the patrons and matrons, the manipulators, imposters 
and designer thugs, all these rocking the boat with the flow to throw you overboard, literally. Besides direct 
opponents colluding with their assets there are backstabbing rivals spoiling every imaginable way except their 
own abuse. My uncle who survived the conventional war leading up to Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Mexico told
me how he once met an old comrade from the youth movement in a train where he was just giving a coded 
lecture how to reign in mad palace guards to police special forces. The other man was probably routed through 
the same line to bring about a shortcut shock effect. They briefly looked into each other´s eyes, understood that 
the respective other understood the situation, and moved on like Hanke the labour safety guard. Totally cool in 
an explosive configuration. Climate activists know that this is not just past yet.”

Ramsay: „The diplomatic scams belong into that category?”

Abgar: „Certainly these, because without radical economic revolution there is no liveable future. First, 
understand what it is. Climate change is evidence that the world market has exceeded the limitations of growth.
Then, draw the consequences, find the verdict upon the current capitalism that will survive it. I think once 
people realise their situation on the two fronts they will focus all their resolve upon this task, and then it will be
able to succeed, and put an end to capitalism and war and all the alienation resulting of it from job dependency 
over police thugs to election promises. We may educate the diplomats all the same but need to keep ourselves 
out of their bargains. They represent governments, we do not. Specifically, I do not. I am interested that 
governments are learning from each other as good as possible, but they are not on our level. They have no veto 
on our level. They must not have that because there is bad experience with that which cannot be allowed to 
spoil the climate damage control.”
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Ramsay: „Do you have something to say to the diplomats that can be neatly packed into an interview like 
this?”

Abgar: „When I was in North Korea, I saw those signs. They caught my attention due to the Arab numerals 
changing inside the Korean text. It was some form of count. One, on a factory entrance, said 433 days without 
work accident. Another said 338 days without rewind of the footage of a train station hall camera. So many 
days of kindergarten operation without a child getting seriously ill. And so forth. Some still ask why they are 
calling themselves the happiest people in the world. Now, look at the climate and see the writing on the walls 
of our fragile civilisation: So many days without climate catastrophe. It says the number remains much closer to
zero recently than it used to be. Why? Again, the two fronts. The liars say, it is Nature´s fault. The hypocrites 
say, it is humanity´s fault. And in fact it is capitalist exploitation. Not Nature. Not humanity. But false choice 
for a destructive system.”

Ramsay: „Implying?”

Abgar: „Teaching us that Marxist revolution of the world is a need of Nature nowadays. Each one according to 
their capabilities, each one according to their needs. But most of humanity is too weak and corrupted to live up 
to Nature. Whereas the weak are not a problem to us. We protect them because we are the strong. The corrupt 
are. And the first thing to be done about them is to draw the line between these elements of it that can be healed
and these who cannot. The parasites that avoided no inappropriateness to become parts of our lives can only be 
removed. They wanted to be the nuclear bomb to us, but they did not think about the death count. As 
revolutionaries still face harassment by death squads every day, there shall be not an atom of doubt that 
everyone involved in it is dead already. They do not like to realise it, but they attacked us and they will get it 
against themselves. Had they ceased being evil against us when Marx was fresh news they all could live. And 
once they are removed, we can reorganise the economy for survival and consensually end capitalism.”

Ramsay: „Sounds tough.”

Abgar: „The tough truth is that the climate movement currently is a captive between these two fronts. And we 
are going to liberate it by annulling that configuration. Literally. Diplomats are officials, they must not speak in
the name of the people. They are there to speak in the names of their governments. Not to interfere in the issues
in between. There is no compromise. All this foul climate diplomacy built upon false pretexts must be revoked 
before anything useful can grow. Because it came about through corruption, precisely by means of breach of 
the Law of the Supreme Doctor: Never attempt to heal the effects of fraud with more fraud, it will only lead to 
death. And that is the case here – some of these who brought about the climate disaster with their corruption 
are blatantly attempting to change their mind without changing their mind, and try to put their corrupt forces 
behind our healing effort, as to prolong the problem by spoiling the solution. Their monopoly is more important
to them than our well-being. Well, good riddance.”

Ramsay: „Who is the enemy?”

Abgar: „To implement nuclear disarmament, let me tell you the deeper truth in the absurd amendment proposal.
There are a number of elements in Unitedstates government who are so guilty about the nuclear bombs they 
used that they cannot forgive themselves, because they got too far away from any honesty even to themselves, 
they only can plaster it over by using more nuclear bombs. This is officially being denied, but it is self-evident 
that a collective death wish is the one driving force of Unitedstates conduct in the world. This totalitarian 
conspiracy is to be eliminated, to enable Unitedstates population to think freely and relieve the rest of the world
from handling it. I predict in a few years there will be as few NSA agents alive on this planet than remained of 
any other genocidal racket that lost its bloody war of extinction. But how might they convince us that 
transferring them to their own asteroids would be worth the climate impact on our Earth?”
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Nine
Title: German Question Discussed by Gralis
Date: Wednesday, Dec 13th 2017
Name: Tanjo Fried

Content: „If the outgoing government of a multi-party democracy in post-election coalition-finding hangover 
suddenly begins to insist that it was not in a state crisis, then you know that it is a democracy crisis. More than 
that, the whole system of democratic capitalism has come to a point where it represents its own fiscal policy, 
zero hedge, or zero-sum blackmail gambling, in the sense Heinrich Heine said: He who prints ever more money
will end up printing ever more ballot sheets. Democracy is like the electronic lamp in the Greek prison cell that 
never boots up entirely, and reiterates the first stage of its boot process theoretically indefinitely. If Heine, the 
19th century poet who did the sanity check over the generation that left Germany´s current national flag and 
anthem, had been a phombie generation contemporary then he might have put his proverbial haircut advisory in
these terms.”

„The hot topic discussed in this issue is the German state crisis. The political process is stalling in the 
translation of multi-party election results into multi-party coalition arrangements. It is like in Belgium and the 
Netherlands or Austria and Czech before, some of which now have come to meta arrangements based upon 
consensus that the neighbours understand each other´s situation. In fact it is an European phenomenon haunting
the subcontinent from its current capital downwards, with only the British going the other direction of a 
grassroots-upwards crisis event because in the regional multi-language setting their native speakers are the only
ones who represent a minority within their own language.”

„Why is democracy stalling? With certainty it is not the sane calm of government finding nothing to do because
there is nothing to do, and the best government is the one that is not needed in the first place. Its many 
democratic parties are intending to do a lot but it is all nothing but the spent ideas of yesterday´s capitalism like
creating jobs or haggling about tax revenues, pension amounts and totalitarian regulations. Plus, not to leave 
this ingredient out, criminal abuse and fraud such as in the glyphosate scandal. Three in three doctors will tell 
you if there is glyphosate in the air, spit out! Swallowing hazardous. But as the going gets tough, the outgoing 
government drops its professional reputation. Maybe proponents of a three-party coalition ought to do a bit of 
religious study on the Nature of the Trinity and come up with wiser proposals like the three-day weekend 
instead of vague holiday associations. Yes it can be done without tampering on fixed calendar parameters such 
as the week length. The answer is difficult to deduce out of all the nonsense done in the coalition-finding.”

„Why is the proper procedure of the current system stalling? The answer is because there are choices to be 
made before a fruitful finding can even consider to begin. Since Franz Josef Strauss dropped dead with a 
heartache from a hunting cockpit, every German politician has pledged to order the American nuclear sharing 
bombs out of the homeland, and before arriving in decisive positions betrayed that pledge. Only when they are 
out, and with them the entire effect of deterrence and mutually assured destruction with all its side-effects, any 
serious coalition-finding can take place. But instead of the newcomers working to remove obstacles of this 
category, the outgoers drag on military occupations both against local and foreign people, because the two 
groups are not mutually exclusive and dinosaurs use to prey upon any impossibility to work around them.”

„But face it you cannot have nuclear bombs with dinosaur brains, not even in a handout-on-whim 
configuration. Mr. Trump is too dumb to understand the cost-saving potential, apparently. And yet, instead of 
taking the lead in ridding all of Europe of that legacy, in the agro-poison issue where everyone else in the world
market is behind, the German cabinet member concerned, a piece of military trash, does not understand external
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cost either, in the issue that medically justifies it to spit out before the agro-person! The dinosaur brains are 
busy with disinfectants in animal factory foods and have no braincells left for the vegan core nutrition 
endangered by this agro-poison.”

„With that we arrive at the point at which it dawns as evident that the German Question is the Israeli Question. 
The democratic process is stalling and the military caste is running amok out of fear of losing their deadly toys,
because the nuclear sharing filters out the worst cowards as most occupation-compatible leaders, resulting in a 
settlement policy that already failed in Eastern Europe before the Israeli state was founded as a rescue camp for
these who lost their peace there. Today the Israeli Question is the German Question, because the government 
crisis under the American occupation there provides the climate necessary to unfold the question whether the 
current German state does have a legitimate right to exist.”

„Heinrich Heine would say no. Why would Heine say no? Because you cannot operate a Central Bank under a 
nuclear umbrella. And the European central bank in Germany is a showcase example why not. The institution´s
monetary policy has spoiled the political system and degraded it to its own image, with crazy politicians more 
obsessed about the colour of the ink than careful of the plausibility of the accounting wasting the riches of 
future generations. Zero hedge is a toxic by-product of an economy of war stuck on creating bloody growth out 
of the bottomless pit of the arms market. It is the economic expression of perpetual war, or unlimited war, of a 
war that is not capable to envision its own end, such as the illusion of the parliament being in charge of the 
chain of command is its ideological wrapping.”

„The result of the usury is that there is an abundance of money for any corporate nonsense, but for good work 
that makes sense with little amounts of money there is none, such as there is a lack of clean drinkable water in 
a flood catastrophe, and people might die of thirst while attempting to rescue themselves from increasing dirt 
levels. Why so? Because any clean amount is immediately outmatched by a dirty amount. Any sustainability is 
lost in the fossil footprint of zero hedge, and any of the sustainability propagated by democratic capitalism is a 
mimicry artefact carrying more ideological concepts – like electric substitution – than actual technological 
potential. It is not possible to achieve true respect of Nature in a society which puts creating jobs above 
everything else because it is as barbaric as a bunch of tribal fish-hunters throwing each other out of their boats 
in mutual view, getting obsessed with creating ever more boats and possibly even with quote-rescue-unquote 
piracy. In the worst case either can be diagnosed without individual case evaluation from the ecological 
footprints of these scorched Earth tactics.”

„Zero hedge capitalism is as insane as a bunch of gun-nuts-in-sheepskins in Texas hallucinating they could play
fear´n´loathing on the road for no price. It costs lives with every instance of it, and in the whole result their own
with higher certainty than any other. The local commanders who are waiting to be handed out nuclear weapons 
by their occupiers are just that, cowards with a hawkish image. National government collaborating with nuclear
sharing tactics is in military terms guilty of insubordination to the people´s sovereignty, and anyone complicit 
in it is to be handled by a future court of war to be set up on the base of public moral clarity still to be 
achieved, for their war crimes already formally defined on the base of formal political declarations. Zero hedge 
is worse than any state air plane crash because the people are in the boats. And a central bank contaminated by 
it as a matter of principle can never recover, not even when it is back-pedalling like an overheated nuclear 
reactor. Once a currency went through zero hedge it remains overstretched and raising interest rates again can 
only amount to a cover-up of fraud committed in this form, as its compensation requires the liquidation of the 
currency rather than some amount of it.”

„Heinrich Heine would say no to the current German state, and have thrown it on the ash heap of history, 
which in Marx´ original German wording is a trash heap, without fire. Its constitution does not hold its word, 
its politicians have gambled away their own hands with their violent lies, and worse than that, are ignoring that 
these who put them on that track have all died of shock of regret in the meantime; its purpose has been failed. 
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Germany is like an old building whose inside has been replaced with an unsuitable construct tailored only to 
reap claims, and required to be broken out once more to enable reconstruction in harmony with its own form. 
The Israeli Question is the German Question. The Israelis are in Palestine because of the Germans, of Marr and
Stoecker and all the rest. To solve the Israeli Question the world must solve the German Question. Then the 
Israeli Question can be discussed with proper clarity. Only then all the excuses to avoid doing so are spent.”

„I will not repeat the known facts. But once the 1949 constitution is recognised as incapable for its purpose the 
Unitednations decisions ahead of it are open for re-evaluation. So what is the alternative answer to the German 
Question? It was already explained at length why Europe is not. The country needs a pull-out of the occupation,
an I-tal purge of its effects and side-effects and a political procedure in order to produce a fresh constitution, a 
new capital, a clean currency, and all this stuff associated with a nation state. Any fluent linguist can confirm 
that the native language contains too much frivolous ambiguity to guarantee the unimpeachable constitutional 
primacy of human dignity suggested by wording and compilation. Any competent historian can verify that 
around the crusades Germans changed their capital more often than their horses. Brussels obviously lacks any 
merits of a regional role model, even ethnic unity.”

„All the more so Tel Aviv, which lacks not only that but also indigenous territory. According to their books, 
the Israelis came from Africa. But they had good reasons to go away, and others for settling themselves in front
of its Eurasian entrance. Do they intend to return there? Are they waiting? Are they now assembling for it? 
Does the exodus story, with its reflections in modern-day terrorism against people around the world, open up a 
full duplex corridor of emancipation or is it a mere drop-out-dump? For which timespan are its settlements 
being constructed? One generation? More? Or are they meant to be permanent, treating their own books as 
wrong? These questions essential for the respect of the other inhabitants of the place can only be meaningfully 
answered when the American influence in the region is removed, and the violent and ignorant influence purged 
out, so that the Israelis can decide where they want to go onwards from the geological crossroads they currently
are sitting upon.”

„I conclude with an across-topic hint. Anyone interested in a true solution of the Israeli Question ought to focus
your efforts and attention on the German Question. Germany´s current coalition-finding crisis is an opportunity 
to obtain a leverage upon a stuck issue, as its presidency remains distracted with filling its portfolio. And once 
you think global, consider that Germany and France occupied Mali when the same post-election situation 
occurred there. Which from the African view makes for another such leverage, in this case on the French 
nuclear arsenal and veto. With the recent North American provocation, the Israeli Question is not merely an 
Arab issue, or an Eurasian one, it is an African issue. And the first expression of solidarity with the people 
affected and the individuals working to change it is to avoid buying into the vain theatrics of Berlin´s outgoing 
regime. The key to solving it is getting the German occupation home from Jordan. Before Christmas. This is 
the uprising´s first aim. They are the piece of the cube we begin with.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Ten
Title: An Hour With Anti-Corruption Investigator Konrat Marq
Date: Sun, May 27th 2018
Name: Sweyoun Swan-Sikh

Content: „He is an ominous figure in big business and international diplomacy, although not a representative of
any government or international organisation or corporation. And yet an increasing number of heads of all of 
the above are dancing to the tune of his influence, clueless officials across the international community are 
unofficially implementing his proposals, and refugee streams are following his advice. Common sense teaches 
us that half of the corruption is fruitless, but perpetrators do not know which half – Konrat Marq however 
argues that it is all fruitless, and that it is only the violence coming part and parcel with it that has any effects. I 
met the freelance manager on a public children´s playground in Singapore, where he had offered me an email 
appointment.”

„Konrat Marq is a so-called `work-a-holic´, a proverbial labour addict who works until he gets exhausted, and 
enjoys the rare and precious pleasure of never getting bored, because of either being busy or tired all the time. 
Corruption overwhelmingly befalls bored persons, making some of them angry, and some of them angry 
against corruption. How Konrat Marq, who rose through the ranks from a scavenger to a manager, got on a 
personally unrelated issue of which he says that it actually bores him is a different story.”

„It begins with the ambition to avoid getting bored. So Konrat Marq put his mind on the task of removing an 
obstacle in his way. There is a homoeopathic medication which enables labour addicts to take a break without 
getting bored, and feel love in case there is any around. But in authoritarian Singapore this specific recipe is 
prohibited for no plausible reason. Konrat Marq took notice of it early in his career, when he walked across a 
children´s playground, and found a passer-by there being nabbed by a group of rogue officials for no plausible 
reason.”

„He checked the situation, including the fact that the recipe works, and love is possible, and therefore 
concluded that he might very likely get bored if he did not figure out why administration would be an obstacle 
when it worked. It is self-evident that homoeopathy works for people, just like nuclear isotopes work against 
them. He had discovered and checked an administrative malfunction, and concluded that for the possible 
increase in quality it was to be eliminated. As a side effect, criminals empowered through it are also in charge 
when it is not being executed.”

„I sat down with Konrat Marq to listen to his explanation how the administrative malfunction worked. 
Individual behaviour profiles of rogue officials straddle over a spectrum of two contradictory tendencies. On 
one side, there is the intent to steal and hurt, on the other there is the motivation to threaten and intimidate with 
it as to pursue secondary aims. Some rogue officials, some of the time, actually intend to take away the 
ingredient and hamper reproduction, while others want whatever else would be totally irrelevant with them if it 
was not for the extra risk.”

„The administrative malfunction works by generating an extra risk which then would be abused as a bargaining
chip. Attacking a recipe that allows workers to take a break without breaking works out in extraordinary 
collateral damage, just like the homoeopathic recipe does in collateral success. Konrat Marq started as a 
scavenger, because he is a mathematician who decided to confront work just like mathematics. It only works 
when the simple operations are well understood before the complicated ones deriving of their user are tackled, 
and any handling without that elementary foundation can only result in gibberish.”

„After harvesting an above-life-expectancy living cost fortune in finance management, he became a freelancer 
in order to avoid his work priorities to be dictated by revenues. Konrat Marq is as little ambitioned to represent 
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wealth as to count the number of bristles on the broom. He is not a money addict, but a work addict, as much as
such a statement can be made given that nobody likes to be poor or bored. Now, Konrat Marq told me that he 
has made specific progress on eliminating the malfunction by the discovery of fresh insight simultaneously 
appearing in two cases from Venezuela and Belarus recently investigated.”

„Both cases confirmed the dual abuse pattern of rogue officials. In the first instance, the Sheidek-Wictig case, 
two musicians in Venezuela had been assassinated in their car by the local regime through a fake accident with 
an agro-harvester on a country road junction, with an ensuing propaganda blitz suggesting they had not fully 
paid attention to traffic. Sheidek and Wictig were known for their seemingly endless dispute whether a guitar is
to be played plugged or unplugged, resulting in no other compromise than both of them getting popular with 
the same audience.”

„The dual abuse by the rogue officials straddled between the intent to kill and the intent to intimidate with the 
possibility thereof had put a rogue official masquerading as an agrochem contractor employee at the wheel of 
the agro-harvester, who apparently thought that he would get away with it, since most of its colleagues despised
the guitarists for their signing of an abroad-filed petition against external misconduct of the regime. Konrat 
Marq added that Venezuelan agents were drilled with a hostile spin, making them mirror the behaviour pattern 
of former Chinese soldiers in Cambodia, by which Maduro receives military development aid.”

„The Chinese in Cambodia had behaved so brutal that most of them got traumatised by their guilt, when they 
found themselves defeated by the Cambodian Liberation Organisation as prisoners of war under international 
law; making them harbour the illusion they now could get regarded as more humane if they came as close as 
they could get to killing a target without actually killing it. The Venezuelan officials attacking the musicians 
had inherited that `Abraham Complex´ from their Chinese trainers, and more unconsciously than consciously 
behaved like soldiers had in Cambodia, although their written order only had been to impair their popularity 
and revenues with deceptions and distractions.”

„In the second instance, the Putin-Lukashenko case, unidentified foreign officials attempted a hold-up attack on
the motorcade of the two Eurasian politicians near Minsk, but the plan to abduct them to a nearby cement 
factory for alive burial failed because of unprofessional timing estimations concerning a roadside tree-cut meant
to drop precisely on the security staff car heading the motorcade. The cutting of the tree took longer than 
scheduled by the unidentified foreign agents, because it contained nails of improvised traffic signs from the 
Stalin era, and targeting calculations had been made based upon crown photographs only but not trunk x-rays. 
Both the targets and the unidentified foreign agents got away leaving only a damaged tree and a few damaged 
chainsaw pieces on the road.”

„The missing link among the four cases – especially between the two double cases – is an entrapment 
malware program infecting cellphones, which delves out risk-free cyber mobbing capability to their users in 
exchange for robbing them of their local data, and is ridden by a gang of rogue officials from across the 
international community. The software named Warlab and developed by the Trump administration´s National 
Security Agency in a joint venture with its National Rifle Association was originally meant as a distraction 
gimmick designed to produce a smoke-screen of little-fish insider fraud, as to impair any investigations on 
national security pretexted manipulations. Yet it got out of control as it escaped the social archipelago of 
central-run entrapment cases spreading into wider public.”

„Warlab is a `Trojan Horse,´ Konrat Marq convinced me. Once people enslave horses, there are patriarchal 
wars of domination, and women yelling at each other while they breast-feed the infants, and all the other 
abusive bullshit humans may be emulating from them. Anyone angry let´s say at the stink of a mechanic car 
ought to be fully aware what it really is they are behind – an aggressive racket permanently crippling itself, 
socially, even when at times it may only be by the choice of horse. Konrat Marq says that the threat is already 
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imminent, as most international financial deciders are infected, or more precisely corrupted by the malignant 
application.”

„Russian and Belarussian soccer fans began yelling the slogan "You only are a Warlab Racket!" against each 
other once they perceived a match as unfair, after the two presidents had given an on-the-spot briefing on 
national television in a residential area a few kilometres down the road, commenting on video footage of the 
result of the rogue tree-cut upon its publication by local traffic authorities which were scheduled to re-open it 
behind the motorcade. Likewise, Sheidek and Wictig, although themselves untouched by it, had an above-
average infection rate among their fans with a sharp increase near the end, signifying an attempt to pimp their 
community as a vote swinger.”

„He elaborated that the effects of the administrative malfunction he ran across already before the cellphone 
mania broke out – Konrat Marq favours one-time rental hardware for communication purposes –, especially 
the collateral bargaining tendency, are vastly amplified by the malware exploitation of the data inertia of the 
current user-associated devices network. Unchecked proliferation has happened with the atomic bomb, where 
evidence is as ubiquitous as background radiation, to biological weapons in the laboratory nightmare of the 
LYME experiment, through the dam-break in the scruple threshold for chemical weapons resulting of the 
Napalm Shock, and currently is happening in digital armament by means of the Warlab parasite.”

„Konrat Marq explains that, from a management perspective, it is a steering quality issue, as in all four cases 
rogue officials started a fire that got bigger than themselves, and if they could not fight it they should not do it, 
or else. Steering necessarily fails due to the dual abuse of damage and speculation coming from the original 
obstacle that focussed him on corruption. Warlab contamination is quite difficult to fight against, as it could 
occur in any imaginable social form, precisely like the targeted entrapment inflicted upon religious and political
dissidents by the so-called `intelligence agencies´ of the latter dozen decades. This parasite lures you with what 
it cynically describes as another perspective on events, but in fact it is all fraud.”

„Warlab may just be fraudulent software on a misdeveloped hardware, but the true issue in why it works the 
way it does apparently is a cultural trait, or more precisely, since that is an issue in all cultures today, even 
more precisely in all of them which appear to have a chance to survive with[/]in the world´s current 
configuration, a global administrative malfunction. The dual abuse pattern of the rogue officials occurs 
everywhere, whereas the term `everywhere´ is defined by the current extinction of cultures enabling the current 
extinction of species, whose shadow by now has rooted into any narrative. But unfortunately `extinction´ is not 
being defined by the negative shadow of `everywhere,´ at least not normatively. Extinction means of these with
Abraham Complex only the strongest survive, of these without it, none. Whereas strongest means strongest 
complex not strongest people, because in terms of extinction it is the parasite that has a host, not the host that 
has a parasite.”

„Today´s world is corrupted with unchecked technological progress ridden by rackets of rogue officials with 
contradictory aims. In other words, the destructive forces of imperialism are rampant, Konrat Marq reiterates. 
Management-wise he classifies it as a liability issue. When administration cannot heal itself of its war madness,
then the risk it may be dispatched to handle is to be limited accordingly, as to pre-empt just this that has 
happened here on this planet. In the 20th century, with his tiny mathematics stipend, Konrat Marq wrote core 
wars in an international academic contest as a conveyor pupil, which he would punch into punching cards in a 
school lab and snail-mail to a computer of the size of a suburban transformer station.”

„Core wars are central unit exploits named after an obsolete hardware made of magnetic rings, and the 
challenge in them is to trump over all other applicants´ capabilities with fewer paperwork. Documents from the 
early stage of Warlab, which was tailored at military veterans, whose usefulness had deteriorated too much to 
be of any use as a target of entrapment, but who still appeared as unused assets to its developers, anticipate the 
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contradictory pattern found in the Sheidek-Wictig and Putin-Kukashenko murder cases called Abraham 
Complex – taking a death threat to the edge of complete murder, as to perceive oneself kind of absolved of 
just past brutality by means of an implication of a histrionic contrast of relative incremental self-improvement.”

„Any Abraham Complex is very dangerous to humans, as mixed with educational ideas it becomes degenerate 
abuse. All the more so as the tool doing do does itself not come in one mould, but has contradictory intentions 
scantily glued together precisely where any extra friction is infeasible. In plain words, I like to scare you to 
death because that is how I use to kill if I could. Could here is meant externally not internally, because if it was 
there would be no administrative scare tactics in the first place. Konrat Marq proposes in order to overcome the
Abraham Complex it must be inverted, suggesting applicants for any empowerment oath being obliged to offer 
their own lives as bargaining chips just to provide an individual security against risk-free abuse of power.”

„In core war through, qualitative improvement means that the shape of the past does not occur over the present,
not even in an inverted form; hence war of mass extinction is only truly overcome once administrative power 
has shrunk to zero. In terms of liability management, under current global circumstances it does not matter how
long that might take, but only that it is possible, in order to conclude that it works. Corruption is a terminally 
lethal administrative malfunction preventable by a mandatory mortal liability on oaths.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Two More Ends

Number: Eleven
Title: The Sick Man of Little Asia and the Nazi Occupiers
Date: Fri Jun 14th, 2013
Name: Cherry Pie

Content: The civil war in Turkey has several origins. On its Asian side there is so much ongoing 
conflict that it has become ever more attractive for the successor state of history´s longest lasting 
empire to indulge itself in a technocratic hallucination of fictional sovereignty. Plans for the 
regulation of river flows into Iraq exploit the total dependency created by such measures to 
maintain illusions of power and influence that cannot be found for real in the international role of 
the country. On its European side there is an absurd stalemate and permanent haggling whether 
Germany is going to allow its ailing WWI ally into the equally rotten conglomerate of the EU or 
not. The term `privileged partnership´ has become a joke in itself, with ever more unreasonable 
demands made as an entry price, up to the grotesque scenery of a German military presence being 
established last winter for no other purpose than humiliating Erdogan. And now, the bizarre 
rhetoric emanating from the regime indicates that it has lost control of the escalation it ignited with
its mindless attacks against protesters.

The harbingers of this strange situation could be perceived this spring when the Turkish politician 
ordered Japanese atomic reactors, like others would order atomic bombs, to deter resp. blackmail 
neighbours with the risk of radioactive contamination of the Black Sea in case the negotiations are 
going to stall indefinitely. After it became known that Nato secret armies had backed German state 
police in an entrapment case dragging along the serial killing of Turkish immigrants, Turkey´s 
position in Nato was severely weakened. Probably that is the reason why it had to accept a military
invasion – even though only symbolic in a form suitable for little more than making a claim – 
outside the formal structure of the Nato assistance clause. According to the concept of national 
sovereignty propagated by the conglomerate remaining from the last century, article five is to be 
invoked by Nato member states for mutual military assistance. There are no clear remarks from the
side of the Turkish state as far as a stringent definition of trigger mechanisms for the case of an 
invocation is concerned, but it seems unlikely that Erdogan would like the assumption that the 
American invocation of the clause in the trade towers attack was a blanket cover for all ensuing 
internal rivalries in the contradiction-ridden military conglomerate.

If Turkey relied on this interpretation to explain its collaboration in the fascist invasion, it would 
pull out the carpet under its entire hitherto antiimperialist diplomacy. E. g. when Erdogan 
complained about the Mavi Marmara attack he was technically right because the technique used in 
the armed boarding was below the technical standards of nonviolent environmental protest actions, 
but that is not a result of his deluded ideology (which he might only be able to emancipate himself 
from by finally releasing Öcalan and other political prisoners). This becomes obvious in statements
such as that increased waste of resources was indicative of or contributing to a higher cultural rank,
which were tailored for the purchase of the Japanese reactors but in an ironic sense also fit the 
Israeli military attack against the ship. In this context it is not an empty coincidence that the civil 
war broke out from an unsuccessful police raid against environmental protesters. Apparently the 
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symbol of the occupied tree – an antifascist occupation entirely different from the fascist 
occupation with its militarist death machinery – alone had been sufficient to trigger the realisation
that contradictions between how the nation presents itself to the outside and how it does on the 
inside opened up just too far to be bridged any longer.

The aggression against the population waged by the Ankara regime with the obvious backing of its
Nato accomplices also points at the manifest possibility that the Turkish state is not fully aware of 
its legal situation. After all the diplomatic legitimation of the `Bundeswehr´ (the Nazi successor 
army) is even more questionable than the alleged innocence of the secret state police agent present 
in the killing of the Turkish-German businessman that was approved by the entire Gladio structure.
This estimation is confirmed by the fact that the Turkish branch thereof reacted to the revelation of
its internal degradation with a reciprocally aggressive intrusion it expected to get away with from 
its accomplices – the assassinations of the Kurdish dissidents in France last winter. The German 
military of the post-fascist era was set up together with Nato in 1955, and in its self-perception did 
not exist before – other than in a fascist form, which – with the only exception of its false flag 
attacks – is never mentioned in its propaganda. As long as the Ankara regime continues to allow 
German military in Turkey even before or outside or without prescribed Nato procedure, it is 
inviting ever more of precisely this toxic legacy of botched regime change that caused the term 
`blowback´ to spread and whose results are now becoming openly visible.

The entire farce has already turned the former flagship of capitalist ideology into a laughing stock 
receiving membership requests from arms-trade-dependent post colonial dictators trying to cover 
up their human rights records. In the case of Turkey the blowback – or plausibly predictable 
unintended consequence – of the evil continuity is the popular anger which had eagerly been 
waiting for an opportunity to draw the red line through the Turkish state ideology. This may still be
a largely unconscious force, just like in other national struggles, but the summary of the 
insurrection in June so far is that Turkish politicians increasingly and drastically fail to distract 
from the self-evident fact their entire careers now revolve around – that the first thing on the 
planet about which it can and must be said with full certainty that it, with all its rivalling branches 
and undeclared projects, has absolutely no right to exist in any imaginable or even undreamed of 
form, is the Nazi successor army.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Twelve
Title: Picasso Heir Requests Immediate Close-Down of Katterbach Airbase
Date: Sun Jul 2nd, 2017
Name: Marvin Anouglis

Content: A Madrid-based lawyer ordered by the heir of the 20th century master painter Picasso has
requested the immediate close-down of the American airbase from which the war crimes his 
grandfather once documented in his most widely known painting had originated. The artwork 
named `Guernica´ after a Spanish city carpet-bombed in the Civil War of the 1930s documents the 
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results of the air raid in the artist´s unique style of greyish black-and-white abstraction avoiding 
any direct view of blood, but still giving most viewers a striking impression of the suffering 
imposed by the appearance of the tactic in war theatres around the globe. Katterbach airbase had 
been set up by the Nazis, and nearly a century after their defeat still is an American aggression 
hub.

The request follows revelations through Wikileaks that the airbase on the fringes of the German 
town of Ansbach is the likely origin of an incident in the nearby Nuremberg area, in which a mob 
of American soldiers harassed a local inhabitant travelling in a train carriage and were caught 
literally red-handed on camera in their hormone flash. The target however turned out to be an anti-
infiltration professional capable of turning the spear and drawing a circle around the threat in order
to make it visible to operators.

In a description of the encounter, VCVG had texted over the internet that he had come into a hurry 
which required him to take an unsafe travel path, but realised that his time was not too scarce to 
purchase a lure and tip a beggar on the spot. When the enemy soldiers perceived the lure, 
unbeknown of the fact that their insane greed would morally put them even below the beggar, they 
publicly lost their temper and professional appearance. They were immediately left to themselves, 
and the lure, a factory food package only selected for its deranged product name, dropped into a 
free give-away basket installed by local administration. 

VCVG said that uncovering the lure and watching the agents fall over each other due to their 
grotesque expectation he might bite it himself was a remarkable revelation in regard to both their 
plans and their restraints or lack thereof. Everything from the grotesque uniformity of their plain 
clothing to the shrill cognitive dissonance in their voices and the bizarre group behaviour in their 
appearance signified their intent to commit covert murder. He stressed that watching the threat 
unfold in his proximity felt like walking through a three-dimensional reproduction of the notorious 
Guernica painting. And in fact it turned out the mob had originated from that very airbase.

VCVG said while he felt safe due to the nuclear deterrence the free world is imposing upon the 
Americans giving all their grasps for unilateral aggression an apocalyptic turn, the beggar and lure 
method was still an improvement because it did not require afar diplomats to judge over death-
ridden occupation soldiers, but would simply deface them and put them into the hands of a local 
who knows the distinction between up and down. Not only was it cheaper than nuclear deterrence, 
it was also possible to be implemented with leftover money and time under conditions of arbitrary 
scarcity without any requirement of a however little budget.

When the heir of Picasso learned from the Wikileaks report that Katterbach Airbase from which 
the war crime documented in the painting had originated was still operational, and little more than 
an exchange of staff and material had happened since, with current war crimes originating from 
there, it was only a matter of logic and common sense to follow up with the request for the site´s 
immediate close-down.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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